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The Inland Road

T

he pilgrims coming from Europe who, starting from the Bidasoa estuary in Irun,
directed their first steps on the peninsula towards inland Gipuzkoa, undoubtedly
knew that they were setting out on an itinerary which, besides its importance as
regards the road to Santiago de Compostela, had been one of the most important communication arteries in the north of the peninsula from as early as Roman times.
Perhaps it was not the fastest way, but it was safe and busy, well cared for and, except
for the odd important geographical feature, relatively comfortable, even in the harshest
of climates.

Today, the “Inland Road” through Gipuzkoa and Alava is perhaps the best mirror of the
Basque Country, an itinerary of contrasts uncovering a heterogeneous and enormously
varied country in scarcely six days. Coastal landscapes, lush forests, fertile vegetable
gardens, dry lands, interminable plains, highly-industrialised areas, rural landscapes,
Basque-speaking areas, regions where the Basque language disappeared centuries
ago... Enormous geographical, historical, socio-economic and cultural
diversity in an area of barely 200 kilometres.
The remains of an old Roman road and traces of ancestral shepherd trails are witness
to the fact that this route was of capital importance, well before Christianity started
honouring the Apostle and making pilgrimages to Santiago. In the 13th century, when
Gipuzkoa became a part of Castile, Alfonso X, a Castilian king known as “the Wise”,
who mixed his wisdom with a strong dose of practicality, founded fortified towns all the
way along the road.This meant that this important commercial route could be kept in
good condition, thereby leading to its important growth. But not even the most ambitious maintenance plans could prevent the pilgrims from having to suffer the climb up
to the tunnel of San Adrián, a short but winding stretch forming the last trial before reaching the more welcoming paths of the Alavese plain.
Testimonies written by some of the travellers left not a shadow of doubt. Maybe Manier
exaggerated on considering in his 1730 “Voyage a St. Jacques de Compostelle” that
San Adrián was “one of the highest mountains in the world”, but the passage gouged
out of the rock definitely left an impression on most travellers.
In spite of having lost its protagonism some two centuries ago, this route is still an
interesting green and golden trail, like the valleys of Gipuzkoa and the plains of
Alava, which constitute a common axis where diversity, far from dividing, enriches

the traveller.
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STAGE

1
IRUN
HERNANI
(26,2 km)
IRUN

OIARTZUN

The first written reference
about Irun is in the Carta
Puebla granted to Hondarribia
by King Alphonse VIII of Castile
in 1203.
The Hermitage of Santa Elena
“Ama Xantalen”, has been a
cult place for twenty centuries,
hiding archaeological remains
in its inside. Located near the
old town, we should stand out a
1st century Roman temple and
the remains of a Roman cremation necropolis under the
hermitage. The only 10th century church in Gipuzkoa, the
current hermitage, dating probably from the 14th century,
presents a rectangular plan
and Isabelline façade. The inside has been restored and
transformed into a museum,
where we can enjoy part of the
archaeological remains found
there.
Parish Church of Our Lady of
El Juncal, started in the 16th
century and finished in 1606. It
includes styles from the late
Gothic period and features of
the ‘Basque Gothic’ style. It has
a Baroque façade dating from
the 17th century and houses an
altarpiece with the image of
the Virgin of El Juncal, a
Romanesque carving dating
from the second half of the 12th
century, probably the oldest in
Gipuzkoa.
Moreover, it has other notable
buildings, such as the Town
Hall, opened in 1763, the
Arbelaitz Palace, the Urdanibia
Palace or the Hermitage of San
Marcial

The municipal area preserves
Paleolithic remains in caves,
funeral monuments dating
from the Metal Age.
The Arditurri Mines, from the
beginning of our age, are a sign
of the Roman presence. This
mining point promoted the iron
and steel activity fro the Middle
Ages.
A crossroads, it was accountable to Errenteria until, at least,
the 15th century. The Oiartzun
Valley ironworkers got to have
their own legal system through
the Fuero de las Ferrerías
granted by King Alphonse XI in
1328.
Parish Church of San Esteban,
in Gothic style, built in the 16th
century and with a 17th century
altarpiece.
The Town Hall is located in the
centre of the Elizalde Square;
and, very close to it, the
Hermitage of San Juan, dating
from the 16th century. It houses
a 17th century altarpiece and a
Christ in Gothic style.
The Iturriotz Quarter stands
out due to the tower –equally
named-, a rectangular building
of solid construction. The
Ergoien Quarter hides the
Pagoaga Tower.

Parish Church of Our Lady of
La Asunción, dating from the
13th century and later restored.
It has a Latin Cross plan and is
covered by groin vaults.
The Murgia Palace is attached
to the parish. This is an old
tower, razed in 1512 and later
rebuilt. During the Carlist
Wars, it was used as barracks
and hospital.
The Hermitage of
Santiagomendi is located on
the summit of a small hillock.
It is thought the building was
medieval, due to the features of
the alabaster craving of St
James that was found in it.
Restored in 1950, the only thing
preserved was the altarpiece.
With a great tradition, it has
been considered an essential
part of the Jacobean routes
crossing Gipuzkoa’s territory.
The ford crossed by the royal
Road was replaced by the
Ergobia Bridge, located in the
quarter with the same name,
in the 18th century. It was the
first stone bridge over the
Urumea River.

ASTIGARRAGA
Located next to the Royal Road
that led from Irun to Castilla.
The origins go back to the Iron
Age, showing a great example
in the Txoritokieta Menhir,
located near the fort with the
same name.
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Mountain bikers
From Irun to Oiartzun, the route is feasible. If you prefer asphalt, you should take
the GI-2134. From Oiartzun to Ventas de Astigarraga, it is better to take the GI-2132
and link to the pedestrian track at the Frantzesillaga Farmhouse in order to go up
towards Santiagomendi through a cement track and go down towards Astigarraga
by road.

The Arditurri Mines (Oiartzun), in the heart of Aiako
Harria, were exploited for more than 2,000 years.

(km 0) Santiago
(km 0)
Hendaia

Behobia

[1,5 km]

Hondarribia
Puente de Santiago

Bridge

We start from the Santiago Bridge over the Bidasoa River. At the Trade Exhibition Centre, we
take the Real Union promenade, leading us to Santiago Street. From here, we go towards the
Church of Our Lady of El Juncal. Finally, we get to the Plaza San Juan Harria, located opposite the Town Hall. We can get there from Behobia too.
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(km 8,6) Gurutze

(Oiartzun)

We continue towards Oiartzun. 100 metres from here, we take a right detour that goes down
and crosses a mall brook. Then, we go up towards a cement track. After steep way down, we
get to Elizalde, Oiartzun’s main area.

GI-26

38

Gurutze

We continue through the Paseo Colón, from which the link connecting Hondarribia with the
Coastal Road starts. This stage crosses Irun up to the Landetxa-Ventas Quarter. Just before
getting to the pilgrim’s refuge, we go up Beliz Street and cross the bridge over the highway.
Then, we take a detour going down to the right. Once we pass the Altzubide farmhouses, we
go ahead by an irrigation channel up to the following junction, from which we will wade
across the irrigation channel left side. We continue up to a farmhouse and take a track leading
to the GI-3451 up to the following junction. Through a cement track, we climb up to a height,
a crossroads of four paths, to continue ahead until getting to the GI-2134, at the Gurutze
Quarter.

Ergoien

Urkabe

GI-3420

234

Oiartzun

Oiartzun
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[7,1 km]
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[2,4 km]
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Manesenea
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Santiagomendi

(km 10,8) Elizalde

(Oiartzun)

Through the Donibane Street, we get to the square, and through the Manuel Lekuona Street,
we go own to the Iturriotz Quarter. After going through the main street, we take a path to the
right. Once at a height, a downwards detour will lead us to a brook. We go up through a path
to a farmhouse and, after taking a left detour, we get to a hillock. Descending besides an
apple orchard, we cross a pine grove and, leaving behind the Sorozarreta Farmhouse, we
follow our signs up to beginning a steep slope. 100 metres from the farmhouse of the
Oiartzabal Farmhouse, we take the way to the left to get into a pine grove and, later, an oak
wood. From here, we follow our signs until getting to a path leading to an electricity pylon,
starting a descent after changing the direction. We pass by the Frantzesillagaberri farmhouse,
again going up, and finally get to the road to Ventas de Astigarraga.

(km 17,9) Frantzesillaga
At the oxen event track, we take the track leading to the Manesenea Farmhouse. We skirt
round the Imia Hill to the right and, a few metres after taking the cement track again, we
leave it again to go up to the Hermitage of Santiagomendi, an important Jacobean reference
located at the height of the hill.
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(km 26,2)

(km 20,3) Santiagomendi
We go down to the parking area and take a narrow road to the left, leading to booster of the
adjacent hill, where the descent begins. Through a cement track, we get to the Artola and
Arraspiñe farmhouses, where we begin a path that, after passing near the Augustinian
Convent, goes down to the Argiñeta Road and ends at the Santio Zaharra path, leading us to
Astigarraga.

(km 22,9) Astigarraga
Here we can take the link leading to San Sebastian, to connect with the Coastal Road. The
Inner Road continues through the old route of the Hernani-San Sebastian train, up to the
Oialume path, where we will turn to the right to cross the Ergobia Quarter and the Urumea
River. We continue through the Zubigain promenade up to an industrial estate and, passing
below the railway, we will access the La Florida Quarter. We go up to the Plaza Zinkoenea
and, already inside the historic quarter, we get to the Town Hall.

(km 26,2) Hernani
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STAGE

2A
HERNANI
TOLOSA
(19,3 km)
HERNANI
The exact date is unknown,
but everything seems to indicate that Hernani has been
already granted with the title
of villa at the beginning of the
13th century.
The Parish Church of San Juan
Bautista is located in the old
part of town, near the square.
Dating from the middle of the
16th century, it is one of the
oldest churches in the province, outstanding its rich baroque
façade of the beginning of the
18th century. It has a Latin
Cross Latin plan and just one
nave, and the high altarpiece
preserves a sacrarium and a
16th century Pieta.
The current eclectic Town Hall
dates from the 19th century. It
was restored due to the building’s blowing up in 1875,
during the II Carlist War. We
should stand out its portico,
with six arches, and the way
out of town, a passage inheritor
of the old main gate protecting
the Town.
An access gate with a pointed
arch has survived from the old
wall of the medieval town. The
Convent of San Agustin has an
interesting Romanesque-Gothic
façade belonging to the original
Parish of Hernani. The washing
place and the public fountain of
Leoka, in Neo-classical style,
have a great tradition.

URNIETA
Parish Church of San Miguel,
dating from the 16th century,
has a Gothic façade and curious
gargoyles. The Hermitage of

Oria Valley Road
Santa Leocadia, with a small
arcaded porch, might be used
for sheltering the travellers of
the Royal Road.
The Konseju Zahar is where
the council was located before
the building of the Town Hall.
Its most distinctive element is
the main façade baywindow
and the outside stairs.
Out of the urban area, there
are other interesting buildings,
such as Zaldundegi or Posta,
which reflect the importance of
the Royal Road.

ANDOAIN
The remains of an Iron-Age
settlement in Buruntza, as well
as other evidences, indicate the
existence of prehistoric pastoral
communities of the area. In
1614, the town purchased the
title of villa.
The building of the Parish
Church of San Martin de Tours
started in 1759. In baroque
style, the peripheral portico,
with arcades and Latin Cross
plan, shows groin vaults.
The Hermitage of Santa Kurutz
is located in the confluence of
the Oria and Leitzaran rivers.
The altar is presided by a
Gothic Christ.
The Urigain Palace, the
Berrozpe Manor House, nowadays a convent, and
Izturitzagatorrea, a magnificent
16th century building, are located in the urban area.
The old village of Aduna is located on a height, grouped around
the 16th century Parish Church
of Our Lady of La Asunción. The
Hermitage of Santa Gurutze,
next to the path, is on the way
down to the Oria River.
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VILLABONA
The town seems to have been
founded at the beginning of the
14th century with the aim of promoting the Royal Road.
Nevertheless, it was not granted
with the title of villa until 1615.
The Church of Villabona, dedicated to the Sacred Heart, is a
modern temple dating from the
beginning of the 20th century.
The Zubimusu Bridge, on the
Oria River, has a special
importance, since it was a
determinant element in the
town’s foundation. This place
was elected as the communication junction between the
Royal Road to Castile and the
link to the coast.

Hermitage of Santa Leocadia
(Urnieta)

Church of San Martin de Tours
(Amasa)

AMASA
It occupies a high land over the
valley. The village is documented since the Middle Ages and
it has been joined to Villabona
since 1619.
The Church of San Martin de
Tours, in Amasa, built between
the 16th and 17th centuries, had
just one nave at the beginning
and, later, it had Latin Cross
plan. It also has two beautiful
windows made in fine Gothic
tracery in the apse part. The
Hermitage of Santa Cruz is
near the church.

ANOETA
Granted with the title of villa in
1615, we should stand out the
Church of San Juan Bautista,
dating from the 16th century
and restored in the 17th and 18th
centuries.

Public fountain of Leoka
(Hernani)

Church of San
Martin de Tours
(Andoain)
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Mountain bikers
All the stage is viable for bikers.

The Puente de Las Brujas (Witch Bridge) crosses the
Leitzaran River in the village of Andoain.

(km 26,2)
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Apakintza
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N-1

A-15

[5,4 km]

Izturitzagatorrea

Aduna

Zizurkil

GI-2

631

The route continues straight ahead through the Erraztu industrial estate. We get out of here
through a way up and soon take the road from the Irurain Height to Xoxoka. We turn right
taking a detour to the left, which goes down towards the Leizotz industrial estate. We go
through the estate and, after the last factory premises, turn to the left and access the route of
the old Plazaola train. We will continue this path until getting to Andoain’s urban area. Finally,
we go towards the Town Hall and the Church of San Martin de Tours.

(km 7,0) Andoain

ran
iza
Le

492

Asteasu

We leave the historic quarter behind crossing the Town Hall’s arch and go towards the Santa
Krutz shrine. We go under the railway to get to the Portu Quarter, the old river port of the
town. Just after crossing the irrigation channel, we turn right and pass between two farmhouses. After a few metres, we pass under the diversion. We continue through the left side of the
rail tracks, until we get to the Igarategi industrial estate, the access to Urnieta’s urban area.

We cross Andoain and, after the Leitzaran River few metres before flowing into the Oria River,
we get to the Hermitage of Santa Gurutze. We get out of Andoain passing by the
Izturitzagatorrea Tower. We immediately cross the Oria River and pass under the N-1 road,
continuing through the GI-3610 road towards Villabona.
A little less than a kilometre from here, we turn tight towards Aduna. A rural path will leads
us to the Apakintza and Artolaenea farmhouses. A bit further, we get to the Galarraga
Farmhouse, where we leave behind the detour to Aduna’s urban area. We go down some
metes passing by the Iparragirre Farmhouse and then we take the GI-3610 road at the
Hermitage of Santa Gurutze. We go down again up to the GI-3021 crossroads and go towards
the left, to soon cross the bridge on the Oria River and access, thus, the town of Villabona. If
we turn right at the roundabout and pass under the railway, we will get into the town.

Amasa

Villabona

(km 12,4) Villabona
Larraul

Anoeta

Uzturre

[6,9 km]

GI
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34
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Hernialde

We continue through the Zubaiurre Street and, just after crossing the Oria River through the
Zubimusu Bridge, we should turn left and access the Ubera Quarter, within the town of
Zizurkil, up to the Zubiberri Bridge. The following kilometres go parallel to the railway, among
orchards and fields of the Oria’s banks. We pass a level crossing and cross the under the railway twice, before getting to the GI-3630 road, going up towards Alkiza. The San Juan Street
guides us to the Plaza de Anoeta, to take the GI-3411 road, going up towards Hernialde.
Nevertheless, after a few metres, we leave it and take a detour to the left, which leads into the
GI-3650 road on cement and after crossing under the railway. The last section of this route
goes through a road parallel to the Oria River until getting to the Plaza de los Fueros, in
Tolosa.

Izaskun

Tolosa
Ibarra

(km 19,3) Tolosa

(km 45,5)
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STAGE

2B
HERNANI
BIDANIA
(28,8 km)
HERNANI
The exact date is unknown,
but everything seems to indicate that Hernani has been
already granted with the title
of villa at the beginning of the
13th century. The Parish
Church of San Juan Bautista
is located in the old part of
town, near the square. Dating
from the middle of the 16th
century, it is one of the oldest
churches in the province,
outstanding its rich baroque
façade of the beginning of the
18th century. It has a Latin
Cross Latin plan and just one
nave, and the high altarpiece
preserves a sacrarium and a
16th century Pieta.
The current eclectic Town
Hall dates from the 19th century. It was restored due to
the building’s blowing up in
1875, during the II Carlist War.
We should stand out its portico, with six arches, and the
way out of town, a passage
inheritor of the old main gate
protecting the Town.
An access gate with a pointed
arch, used as defensive element, has survived from the
old wall of the medieval town.
The Convent of San Agustin
has an interesting
Romanesque-Gothic façade
belonging to the original
Parish of Hernani.
The Leoka washing place and
public fountain , in Neo-classical style, has a great tradition
since it is a natural water
spring and the main fountain
that provided the town with
water formerly.
The Santa Barbara Fort , built
in 1874, is located on a hill

Saiatz Road
from which we can enjoy
magnificent views over the
city and its surroundings.
Within the walled town, we
find the Santa Barbara
Farmhouse , whose façade
had a splendid pointed arch,
which may remain from an
old hermitage.

AIA
The Venta de Iturriotz , a
beautiful 16th century farmhouse, is located on an
important crossroads at the
limits of Aia, bordering with
Asteasu.
Hernani

ERREZIL

LASARTE-ORIA
Although it is a young town, it
has The Parish Church of San
Pedro was founded in 1569.
The building is very simple
and has rectangular plan and
three naves at different
heights. You access the
church passing below an
arcaded portico.
The Convent of Las Brígidas
is one of the most interesting
places in the town. Founded
in 1671 and built in baroque
style, the religious community
still lives there at present.

ZUBIETA
The village belongs to San
Sebastian and Usurbil. We
should remark the Parish
Church of Santiago and several examples of the architectural heritage such as the
farmhouses Aizpurua, Aliri,
and Berridi.

ZIZURKIL
At the highest part of the village, we find the Venta Zarate
(Zarate Inn), a relevant place
due to its function as a passage
of the seasonal migration routes and as a strategic point of
mountain communications.
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A few metres from the venta
de Iturriotz, already in Errezil,
we find the Hermitage of San
Juan de Iturriotz . This hermitage housed the assemblies
of the Union of Saiatz, the
place that names this route of
the Road to Santiago.
A way up leads us to the
Zelatun Hillock, where a
popular festivity takes place
on September Sundays. Many
pilgrims go on until they get
to a path to the nearby summit of Mount Ernio, one of the
main vantage points in
Gipuzkoa.

Venta de Iturriotz
(Aia)

BIDEGOIAN
This village was born in 1964
from the union of Bidania and
Goiatz. The first stands out
due to its the Parish Church
of San Bartolome , dating from
the late 19th century, the 17th
century Iriarte Palace, and
the nearby Hermitage of
Santa Ageda . In Goiatz, we
will find the Parish Church of
La Asunción and the Goiatz
Tower .

Town Hall
(Hernani)

Convent of Las Brígidas
(Lasarte-Oria)
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Mountain bikers
This is a mountain stage, so it is recommended to choose the Oria Valley route.
Nevertheless, it is possible to get to Andazarrate through forest tracks. From there,
the descent is by road up to Villabona, where we link to the Oria Valley route.

The hill of Mount Gazume leads to the Zelatun Prairies, from which one
can enjoy amazing views over the region.

(km 0) Hernani

ocar

247

Camino de Saiatz

Camino del
Valle del Oria

We leave the historic quarter and turn right to get to the GI-131 road; we cross it and take the
detour to the Santa Barbara Quarter. On our way up through a narrow rural road, we get to
the Agirre Farmhouse, where we will find a path that will lead us to the asphalt again in a few
metres to cotine our way up to a hillock, a crossroads. We take the track going down to a
farmhouse and, after a short slope up; we pass by the Lasarte-Oria Cemetery. Again on the
road and after passing by the Zabaleta Quarter, we go down towards Lasarte-Oria.
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After a steep slope down through the Buenos Aires slope, we cross under the N-1 road and
go down towards the Church of San Pedro. Then, we cross Lasarte’s urban area until we get
to a promenade near the Oria River. We leave Lasarte-Oria, cross the velodrome bridge, and
take a way to our right that will leads us to the village of Zubieta and its Church of Santiago.
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(km 6,1) Zubieta

Andatza

Belkoain

Etumeta
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[8,8 km]

Andoain

Eskaltzu

We leave Zubieta and, a bit before arriving at the Lertxundi Farmhouse, we turn left and go
up through the Letabide path to Olaikogaina. We go on until we get to a crossroads where we
will continue ahead up to the following junction where we will take a track up.
On our way up, we cross a series of forest tracks on the southern hill of Mount Andatza, filled
with conifers. After passing by the Etumeta rest area, we take a track to begin our way down
to the Ziortza Hillock. On the other side of the fence, another track continues skirting round
the Eskaltzu hill. Next, through a cement track we start to descend and we take soon a detour
to the right to get to the old Venta Zarate, now restored.

511

Zarate

(km 14,9) Venta

492

Saskarate

Asteasu

[4,5 km]

Zizurkil

Zarateaitz

Sarobezelaita

(km 19,4) Andazarrate

Larraul

[1,9 km]

Santa Marina
GI-2631

Andazarrate

Zarate

We continue through the track skirting round the rocky Zarateaitz summit, until we get to a
hillock we will recognise due to a commemorative stele. There, we take a rural way through
which we go down to the Saskarate Farmhouse, and then continue through an asphalted
road. Skirting round the Muñobil and Bulanomendi hills, to our left, we will get to the
Sarobezelaita Hillock. A cement track allows us to continue skirting this set of three hillocks
known as Irumuño, until we get to the Andazarrate Hillock, crossed by the GI-2631 road.

From Andazarrate, we set our way to the venta de Iturriotz. Very soon, we take a rocky track
up, ending in a path. After following this path a few metres, we leave it to take another one to
our left. It leads us to the famous venta de Iturriotz and, a few metres lower, to the Hermitage
of San Juan, where we will find a fountain that has given the name to this place, Iturriotz.

Iturriotz

San Juan

Gazume
Ernio Aitzbeltz Erniozabal

GI-2

Zelatun

1.083

1.074

(km 21,3) Iturriotz
The track starts near the hermitage. We will follow it and start our way up, firs to the Sagain
fields and then, through Mount Gazume hills, to the Zelatun Hillock.
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[4,8 km]

1.006

[2,7 km]

Alkiza

Errezil
634

Bidaniako
gaina

Bidania

(km 24) Zelatun
From the Zelatun huts, the route enters into one of the main vantage points in Gipuzkoa,
under the busy way up to Mount Ernio summit. The path goes down through the southern
hill, crosses an ascending track, skirts round a promontory to the left, and gets to the Iturburu
Hillock. There, we turn left and then to the right. We will follow an old way down to the bottom of the valley for a few metres and then take the left path to Bidania’s urban area.

(km 55,0)
(km 28,8) Bidania
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STAGE

3A
TOLOSA
ZERAIN
(31,2 km)
TOLOSA
The foundation of Tolosa fell on
Kind Alphonse X El Sabio in 1256.
Later on, between 1844 and 1854,
the town was the capital of
Gipuzkoa. The historic quarter is
of the widest in Gipuzkoa.
The Gothic Parish Church of
Santa María has a baroque tower,
which has attached in 1761. A side
chapel preserves the GothicRomanesque façade of the already disappeared Hermitage of San
Esteban.
The Provincial Archive is one of
the first concrete buildings in
Gipuzkoa. We can also enjoy two
Town Halls, one built between
1658 and 1672 and the other at
the end of the y 17th century, and
the Culture House, in Isabelline
Neo-Classical style.
The Renaissance Atodo Palace
dates from the 16th century, with a
coat of arms and a beautiful balcony. The Iturriza Palace, on its
part, dates from the end of the 16th
century, with two coats of arms
and a central balcony. The
Aranburu palace, a Basque baroque building, and the Idiakez
Palace date both from the beginning of the 17th century. The 16th
century Convent of San Francisco
is located at the exit of the Royal
Road of Castile.

ALEGIA
It is thought that King Henry IV of
Spain granted it the title of villa
(town) in 1454, although it was still
joined to Tolosa in a certain way
up to 1615, when the Crown granted it the title of villazgo. The historic quarter is adapted to the Oria
River course.
The Church of San Juan
Bautista preserves the Gothic

Road of the Oria Valley
portico of the primitive church
on which it is built. The extension began in the 16th century
and the tower and the façade
were built in the 18th century.
The simply-built Shrine of El
Santo Cristo shows a baroque
coat of arms and a calvary protected by an iron gate.

BEASAIN
The Church of Andre Mariaren
Zeruratzea preserves an arch
beneath the pulpit and the Igartza
Chapel from its medieval past.
Igartza is the most interesting
architectural site. It is made up of
the Dolarea House, a large 16th
century house; the bridge, the linking element between the two
main branches of the Royal Road
to Castile; the foundry; the mill,
still preserving the machinery;
and the Igartza Palace, built in the
early 15th century.
The Loinaz Quarter hides the
Basilica of San Martín, in Neoclassical style, and the Hermitage
of Loinaz.

LEGORRETA
In this village, we should stand out
the Parish Church of San
Salvador, the beautiful manor
house of Oriar, and the hermitages of Santa Ana and Santa
Marina of Berostegi.

ORDIZIA
Villa founded by King Alphonse X El
Sabio in 1256 due to defensive reasons, as it was nearby the border.
The medieval quarter hides buildings like the 17th century Barrena
Manor House, or the manor houses of Zabala and Abaria, the
Muxika Tower-House or the Town
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Hall, as well as the Parish Church
of Our Lady of La Asunción, dating
from the 16th century.

OLABERRIA
The settlement is scattered, except
for the site made up of the Town
Hall and the Parish Church of San
Juan Bautista, a small temple that
was extended since the 16th century. The Hermitage of Santa Cruz
de Agirre has a wooden vault covering the altarpiece.

Igartza Monumental Site
(Beasain)

IDIAZABAL
The original parish of Idiazabal, the
Hermitage of Gurutzeta is one of
the oldest cult places in Gipuzkoa.
The Parish Church of San Miguel,
restored between the 16th and 17th
centuries has a façade dating from
the transition from the
Romanesque to the Gothic styles.

Church of San
Miguel (Idiazabal)

SEGURA
Villa founded in 1256 by King
Alphonse X “El Sabio”, after the
fire suffered by the previous settlement. Its walls had a moat and
drawbridges and one could only
get into it through five gates
defended by towers.
The Parish Church of Our Lady of
La Asunción, a prototype of Basque
Gothic style, was extended and restored during the 16th century, when
he tower was erected. It hides a
Churrigueresque altarpiece.
The historic quarter can be
remarkable due to buildings such
as the 16th century Arrue Manor
House, the 15th century Guebara
Manor House, the 16th century
Ardixarra House, now a museum,
and the Lardizabal Palace, dating
from the 17th century.

Provincial Archive
(Tolosa)

Alegia
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Mountain bikers
As in the previous stage, it is recommended to ride through the Oria Valley Road.
From Argisain, it is possible to go down through a track up to Legorreta and continue through the Oria River Route towards Ormaiztegi. From there to Zerain, it is
also possible to continue the suggested itinerary, except for the section from
Liernia to Mutiloa, which should be covered through the GI-3572 road.

Tolosa, capital of Gipuzkoa between 1844 and 1854, has one of
the widest historic quarters in the territory

(km 0) Tolosa

(km 45,5)
Tolosa

[5,5 km]
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470
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(km 5,5) Alegia
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Ikaztegieta

Orendain

[12,5 km]

Igartza Monumental Site
(Beasain)

We leave the historic quarter behind, cross the Oria River over the Berazubi Bridge, and continue through the Paseo de la Ribera del Oria until we get to the Usabal Industrial Estate. After
the estate, we take a rural road going up to Mount Ollaun. At a junction, we continue to the
right until we get to a height, leave the asphalt, and get into an old path beneath an amazing
oakwood. After skirting the right side of the Ollaun Hill, we go down through a path up to a
sawmill. From here, we go towards Altzoazpi, next to the Church of San Salvador, where we
will find a road leading us to Alegia, passing by the Hermitage of El Santo Cristo.

Amezketa

We cross the historic quarter and, immediately after, we take the GI-2131 road to go towards
Ikaztegieta, passing by the Hermitage of El Pilar. The next village is Legorreta, to which we
will get crossing the Torreko Auzoa Bridge over the Oria River. We cross the urban area and
take the GI-2131 again until we get to Itsasondo. After crossing Itxasondo, we take a detour
towards Ordizia. A few metres from the Hermitage of San Juan, we go towards the quarter
named after it. Following the Zabala Road, we end at the Paseo de los Fueros. Once we have
left the historic quarter behind, we go towards the nearby Beasain.

Abaltzisketa
Legorreta

(km 18) Beasain

Baliarrain

133
GI-2

Altzaga

Itsasondo

[4,1 km]

Santa Krutz

Church of San
Miguel (Idiazabal)

Arama
Zaldibia
San Juan

We go through the urban area of this village up to the Igartza Monumental Site. From here,
we cross the N-1 road thanks to a pedestrian footbridge. Leaving some factory premises to
our right and after passing between two farmhouses, we go up through a rural road
towards the Altamira Farmhouse. A few metres before, we take a track to our right and
enjoy the magnificent views over this area of the Goierri region. That track will lead us to
the Garitain Farmhouse, from which we will get to the urban area of Olaberri, after passing
by the cemetery.

Ordizia

(km 22,1) Olaberria
[3,9 km]

Usurbe

Lazkao

707

Beasain

Provincial Archive
(Tolosa)

Altamira
GI-120

We get out of the urban area and, 250 metres from a roundabout, we take a rural road up that
leads us to the Aldasoro Farmhouse. A bit further, a road leads us to the solitary Oiarbide
House, and, a bit further, to the Nafarrasagasti farmhouses. There, we leave the road and take
a path to our left. We go down through it until we cross a brook; then, we go up through the
Artsugarats road up to the Hermitage of Gurutzeta, located on top of a hill. W gill get to the
Plaza de Idiazabal first through a cement track and, then, through the Uzkanga road.

Garitain

Olaberria

Oiarbide
Nafarrasagasti

Ormaiztegi
Gurutzeta

(km 26) Idiazabal
[3,4 km]

GI-6
32

Santa Cruz
de Agirre

Urrutikoetxea

Idiazabal

We pass by the Shrine of Santa Krutz and then cross the Mayor Street. We start our way up,
pass under the N-1 road until getting to the Lobio vantage point, and, a bit further, to the
Urrutikoetxea Farmhouse, the starting point of our way down to the GI-2637 road. There, we
link with the cycle lane, which leads us to Guardia Industrial Estate. After leaving it behind,
we pass by the cemetery and get to the medieval own of Segura.

[1,8 km]

N-1

Camino de Saiatz

Segura
Mutiloa
Zerain

(km 29,4) Segura
We get into the historic quarter through the Portal de Abajo, walk through the Mayor Street,
and get to the Portal de Zerain. After crossing the Zubiaundi Bridge, over the Oria River, we
cross a diversion. Then, the magnificent route of the old road leads us to Zerain, after passing
by the Zabalegui Stele. At the square of this small village, this stage joins the Saiatz Road.

(km 76,7)
(km 31,2) Zerain
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STAGE

3B
BIDANIA
ZERAIN
(25,4 km)

Saiatz Road

SANTA MARINA

ORMAIZTEGI

MUTILOA

This rural quarter, belonging to
the village of Albiztur and located in the old seasonal migration route going from the
Aralar Mountain Range to
Gipuzkoa’s coast, where we will
find he Santa Marina Haundi
Farmhouse, the old pilgrim
hospital founded in 1587, near
the Church of Santa Marina de
Argisain, showing a
Romanesque façade, the only
remain of the original church.

At the beginning, it was a settlement grouped around the
parish church.
In 1384, the villa of Segura joined
this settlement. This union lasted
until 1615, when King Philippe II
granted it the title of villa.
The Parish Chuch of San
Andrés shows a salon plan and
groin vaults. The nave’s centre
hides an important baptismal
font, decorated with geometric
motifs of religious symbology. It
has a series of circles allusive
to the Holy Trinity.
The Iriarterdikoa House, a
magnificent 18th century farmhouse, was the place where
General Zumalakarregi lived.
Its original architecture has
been respected during the restoration works to prepare it for
becoming a museum. The
museum stands out the figure
of this persona, as well as the
revolutionary changes of the
19th century in the Basque
Country and in the rest of
Europe.
One of the most important phases of the village’s development was the construction of
the North Railway. The outstanding and emblematic via duct, built and later inaugurated in 1864, is not working
currently. It is 284 m long and
was designed by the engineer
Lavaley.

The Hermitage of Andre Maria
de Liernia, patron saint of fertility and protector of poultry is a
reference point in this village. It
is located in a pleasant setting
and is highly adored; people
usually leave offerings on the
floor, like rolls of yellow wax,
so that the Virgin takes care of
their children.
The Parish Church of San
Miguel has a salon plan and a
tower on one side, as well as
groin vaults.
Mining has been present in this
village since time immemorial.
This activity continued during
the 19th and 20th centuries; in
fact, the last mine in Gipuzkoa
was closed here. A railway was
built in order to transport the
mineral joining these mines
with the village of Ormaiztegi.

BEASAIN
Beyond Mount Murumendi, we
find the Hermitage of San
Gregorio de Astigarreta, a simple building constructed by a
Spanish-American man and
now prepared as a rest area.
The Church of San Martin is
located in the old villa of
Astigarreta, now dependent on
Beasain.

EZKIO-ITSASO
In Ezkio, the Igartubeiti
Farmhouse-Museum, dating
from the early 16th century, preserves a magnificent Gothic
cider press.
The Hermitage of Andra Mari
de Kizkitza is a very simple
building, with almost no exterior decorative motifs, with a
high seafaring tradition and
devotion.
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Hermitage of Andra Mari de
Kizkitza (Ezkio-Itsaso)

Church of San Miguel
(Mutiloa)

Ormaiztegi
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Mountain bikers
As in the previous stage, it is recommendable to ride through the Oria Valley road.
From Argisain, it is possible to go down through a track towards Legorreta and continue through the Oria Valley Route up to Ormaiztegi. From there to Zerain, it is also
possible to continue with the suggested route, except for the section from Liernia to
Mutiloa, that it is better to cover by the GI-3572 road

The Ormaiztegi viaduct was opened in 1864 due to the construction of
the Northern Railway. Now it has fallen into disuse.

(km 0) Bidania

(km 55,0)
GI-3740

Beizama

GI-

26

34

Camino de Saiatz

[5,4 km]

Bidania
Goiatz

We start from the path near the GI-2634 road towards Tolosa, until we take a track to our left
that goes up to the Bidania Height. We pass by the rear side of a farmhouse and go down to
take the road again, until we get to the Venta de Santutxo (Santutxo Inn). From here, we take
the narrow GI-3042 road and, after crossing the small Beraundegi Valley and going up to a
height, we will be led to the Argisain Quarter, in Albiztur, among pinewoods.

Santutxoko
benta

GI-3720

(km 5,4) Argisain

GI-30

42

N

Larrañaga

Argisain

Pagorriaga

[8,3 km]

Santa Marina

Murumendi

The cement track leading to the Larrañaga farmhouses starts opposite the church. To their
right, we take a rural path down, getting to a hillock with a cement track. We turn left and
follow this track, skirting several hills until we get to another hillock, where we will find the
Domiko limestone, the border of the villages of Bidegoian, Beizama, Beasain, and Itsasondo.
We leave the cement track and take a way to our left, starting our way up to Murumendi. We
skirt the right side of the mountain until we get to a junction near a cypress wood. To our left,
we can access the summit and enjoy amazing panoramic views. Our way goes on near the
Arrapaitz fountain and, then, goes down to the Larrarte hillock. After a few metres, we take a
detour to our left and, going slightly down, leads us to the Otegi Farmhouse. At the middle
for the hill, we continue through a path near the remains of another farmhouse and ends at a
hillock, a crossroads before the Hermitage of San Gregorio, now a rest area. We only need to
skirt round the southern part of a hill and go down a few metres to get to the Mandubia venta
(inn) and height.

GI-2635
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Txoritegi
Otegi
San Gregorio

(km 13,7) Mandubia
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After crossing the GI-2635, already in Ezkio-Itsaso, we take the track that passes by the
Mandubizar Farmhouse and then gets to a crossroads. To our right, we access to a height
crowned by the Hermitage of Andre Maria de Kizkitza, of seafaring tradition. Our route continues through another track to our left and starts a long way down. We skirt round some hills
to get to the Urteaga Farmhouse. Once there, without skirting round the metal gate, we turn
left through a path down towards the Aranaga Farmhouse. From there, we go down through
a cement track that, already in the valley and below the highway, ends at the streets of
Ormaiztegi. Passing by the rear side of the Church of San Andres, we will get to the shady
square opposite the Zumalakarregi Museum.
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(km 20,2) Ormaiztegi
We go towards the El Norte train station, but before getting into it, we continue through a
cement track below the railway and start our way down again. After a few metres, we leave
this track and turn right to take the old route of the mine train. We continue until we get to
the hermitage of Andre Maria de Liernia.

da
Eztan
N-1

(km 23,2) Liernia
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GI-35

Mutiloa

Irukate
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Idiazabal

Andramaiztegi

Murgiaran

[2,2 km]

Andre Maria de Liernia

Segura

Zerain

We go down through an old path towards the Andramaiztegi Farmhouse, where we join the
GI- 3572 road towards Mutiloa. Once we are there, we turn left and, immediately, right. A few
metres from there, we leave the asphalt and start our way up through a cement track up to
the Murgiaran Farmhouse. From there, after crossing a wooden small gate, a path starts and
crosses a field, two gats, and goes up towards the Irukate Farmhouse. We follow an asphalted track up to a junction, where we take a detour to end the stage at Zerain’s square.

(km 80,4)
(km 25,4) Zerain
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STAGE

4
ZERAIN
SALVATIERRA
(25,9 km)
ZERAIN
Formerly, Aizpea stood out due to
an important mining activity. The
urban area is remarkable because
of the Parish Church of Santa
María, restored from the original
one, which dated from the early
18th century. It has baroque altarpieces and medieval motifs, hired
from an oldest stage, such as the
baptismal font, a Christ, and the
grave of the Cerain Family.
The most relevant buildings are
the Jauregi Farmhouse, the old
house of the Cerain Family, the
Bikario Etxea, or Benefiziaurre.
In the Hermitage of San Blas, we
should stand out the choir’s
woodwork, with boards decorated
with horseshoe arches that may
be attributed to the Mudejar style.

ZEGAMA
Located in a highly strategic
place, this is the access point of
Gipuzkoa.
In the beginning, Zegama’s history
appears to be bound to Segura. In
1615, King Philippe III granted it
with the title of Villa. The Parish
Church of San Martín de Tours,
built between the 15th and 16th
centuries, has suffered different
extensions and restorations. It
now houses an interesting baptismal font and a Romanesque
cross, original from the
Hermitage of Gurutze Santua, an
altarpiece in the high altar and the
Zumalakarregi Mausoleum. The
original parish was located in the
Hermitage of San Bartolome, now
used as a cemetery and with the
remains of a Romanesque-Gothic
capital as a holy-water stoup.
The Hermitage of Iruetxeta, beside the equally-named farmhouse,

is located on the way to the San
Adrian tunnel. It was formerly a
hostelry for pilgrims..
The Hermitage of Sancti Spiritus,
whose origins are related to the
Templars, was a hospital for pilgrims and the place where children were brought when they did
not talk. The other hospital of this
area was located in the Andueza
Farmhouse. At present, it is the
Wood Interpretation Centre.

PARZONERÍA DE
ALTZANIA
The parzonería consists of communal lands belonging to different
municipalities of Gipuzkoa and
Alava, which exploit them jointly.
The cave or natural tunnel of San
Adrian of Leizarrate, to which you
can access below a pointed arch
gate, was the pass between Álava
and Gipuzkoa from the 11th and
12th centuries. Nevertheless, it
gained a higher prosperity since
the 13th century, due to the continuous struggles between the
kingdoms of Castile and Navarre.
King Alphonse VIII, who wanted to
link Castile and Europe without
crossing Navarre, turned the San
Adrian Pass into a Royal Road.
The Hermitage of San Adrian is
located inside the tunnel; it was
built I 1883, although there already was a small one in 1010.

ZALDUONDO
This town appears in old documents on pilgrim routes with the
name of Saldodon.
This crossroads located near the
San Adrian Tunnel, was a strategic place both for pilgrims and for
merchants.
The Hermitage of San Julian and
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Santa Basilisa is located in the old
settlement of Aistra, in the
surroundings of the Road to
Santiago. Dating from the 12th
century, it has pre-Romanesque
motifs.
The Parish Church of San
Saturnino of Tolosa was built
during the 16th and following centuries. It has a magnificent
Baroque altarpiece with scenes of
the lives and martyrdom of St
Saturnin, as well as a carving, on
the bottom, representing St
James the Apostle with pilgrim
clothes.
The 16th century Lazarraga Palace
has a Plateresque gate with Ionic
columns. On it, there is a huge
coat of arms flanked by two
warriors –reason why this palace
is also known as “Los Gizones”
(gentlemen in Basque)- and
medieval paintings dating from
the 16th century. At present, it houses an Ethnographic Museum and
a hall dedicated to the Road to
Santiago.

Palacio de Lazarraga
(Zalduondo)

Iglesia de Santa María
(Zerain)

ORDOÑANA
The western access to the village
hides an old blazoned house with
the inscription sui de Iván Ruiz de
Ordoñana.
The Parish Church of Our Lady of
La Asunción, dating from the 16th
century, has a Romanesque façade with pointed arch and a 17th
century tower. The façade of the
Hermitage of San Millan, restored
in the 17th and following centuries,
preserves the coat of arms of
Castilla y Leon with the Fleece.

Iglesia de San
Martín de Tours
(Zegama)
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Mountain bikers
Due to the difficulty of the profile and he pavement of the ascent and descent to
the San Adrian Tunnel, it is recommendable to follow the road that, from Zegama,
goes up to the Otzaurte Mountain Pass and continues towards Alsasua, until it gets
to Salvatierra.

The Cave of San Adrian of Leizarrate was the corridor between
Gipuzkoa and Alava during the 11th and 12th centuries.

(km 0) Zerain

(km 80,4 Saiatz) (km 76,7 Oria)
Zerain

Aizpea

[5,9 km]

Sagastibil
Larraondo

Camino
del interior

Oria

N
Arrolaberri

We start from the rural road in front of the Jauregi Palace and take, after a few metres, the
path starting to our right and leading towards the Sagastibil Farmhouse. At a nearby junction,
we turn left through a rural road that, after becoming a path, gets to the Arrolaberri
Farmhouse, after 1.5 km. We go up through the GI-3251 road and, after a few metres, we
leave it to our left and take a track. Immediately after, we take a detour allowing our way
down, avoiding the long road route. Again through the GI-3251, we walk until we find the GI2637 road, linking Segura and Zegama. We will access Zegama’s urban area through it.
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After crossing the urban area, we go up through the GI-2637 road, passing by the Hermitage
of Gurutze Santua. 1.5 Km from there, we turn right following a cement track, starting thus
our way up to the San Adrian Pass. After several junctions, we get to the Hermitage of
Iruetxeta and the Buenabista Farmhouse, where the cement ends and we take a rural road to
our left. We cross several gates and a water pipe before getting to a track near some huts. We
turn right and cross the Iturzabal larch wood to get to a crossroads. We take the left track passing by a shelter and start our way up to another track that crosses a magnificent beechwood
and that leads us to the Hermitage of Sancti Spiritus.
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We continue through the road, whose surface is now a little faded. This old road leads into a
regular gravel track. We follow this track until we get to an asphalted road to Zumarraundi,
which will lead us down. Between the road and the previous track, we find a diversion to the
Road through Galarreta; we leave it behind. We continue our way through the road in a not
so lush mountain and get to the orabarri Field, from which the way to Araia starts. From here,
the relief shows smooth slopes until we get near a detour leading to the Hermitage of San
Julián and Santa Basilisa of Aistra. Next, to our right, a “Viacrucis” emerges, getting us near
Zalduondo.

Araia

[3,1 km]

Galarreta

[5,5 km]

Umandia

At the exit of the village, we find a beautiful transept with the coat of arms of the Lazarraga
Family and a pretty bridge that joins the rich heritage of this village. The route covers the
same route as the road, marking the banks with small signs including the names of the different places we pass by. A few metres before arriving at the next village, we see the road to
the Hermitage of San Millan, the meeting place of the Brotherhood and Assembly with the
same name.

A-3
0 16

Ordoñana

We cross the village from North to South, following the road, with the Church of Our Lady of
La Ascensión at the highest point. Befoe getting to the walled-town of Salvatierra, we pass by
the old Hospital of San Lazaro and La Magdalena, now almost forgotten, the artistic transept
of Bentaberri or Santa María and, a bit further, the bridge fording the Zadorra River.

1

Fe

Zuazo de
San Millan

[2,9 km]

rro

ca

rri

l

(km 23) Ordoñana

N-

1.246

Spiritus

We get into the Parzonería de Altzania through a road and distinguish the tunnel-cave of San
Adrian de Leizarrate hiding the equally-named hermitage. The medieval road, which is amazingly preserved, leads to the Eskaratza spot and, after leaving a fountain to the left, gets into
a watercourse and, then, goes up to the Portugaina Hillock, border between Gipuzkoa and
Álava.

Salvatierra

(km 106,3 Saiatz) (km 102,6 Oria)

(km 25,9) Salvatierra
We access this beautiful walled town, located on a hill, from the north. Here, one of the two
fortress-churches guarding the farmhouse within the walls, the Church of Santa María,
emerges. At the main street or axis, we discover a rich building catalogue completed in
radial rings.
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STAGE

5

SALVATIERRA
VITORIAGASTEIZ
(27,4 km)
SALVATIERRA

EZKEREKOTXA

VILLAFRANCA

Medieval villa (town) since 1256,
when King Alphonse X of Castile
granted it the Fuero of villa.
Pilgrims formerly got to this
place through the Santa Maria
Gate and then to the equallynamed Church.
The fortress-church of Santa
Maria, built between the 14th
and 16th centuries on a former
temple, stands out due to its
plateresque bajo-coro (area
below the choir) with the coat of
arms of Charles I and its high
altarpiece, dating from 1530.
The Fortress-Church of San
Juan Bautista, in late Gothic
style, was built between the 13th
and 14th centuries. In it, we
should stand out the baroque
façade portico and the 17th century High Altar, with canvas in
Flemish style. Next to it, we find
the arcaded square of San
Juan, with typical arcades or
olbeas, where the town market
was held.
We can also remark the different manor houses preserving
beautiful coats of arms of their
owners, such as the houses of
the families Azkarraga, Begoña,
Bikuña, or Lazarraga.

The Parish Church of San
Román, dating from the 16th
century, is a highly adored temple within the routes of the
Road to Santiago. We should
stand out the 12th century façade
and the 13th century presbytery,
as well as an interesting
Protogothic large window and a
Renaissance stone altarpiece.

This village, already known in
the 11th century, features the
Church of San Andres, with an
interesting late-plateresque
façade.

GAZEO
The 13th century Parish Church
of San Martin de Tours shows a
façade with round-arched windows and a barrel vault. It is
famous due to the FrancoGothic paintings covering the
apse and the presbytery. The
murals date from the 14th century and represent different religious scenes with beautiful iconography.

ALEGRÍA-DULANTZI
On the Henaio hill, near the
village, we can find what once
was an Iron-Age settlement, as
well as a castle and a hermitage dating from the Middle Ages.
Villa (town) founded in 1337 by
King Alphonse XI. The Neoclassical tower of the Parish
Church of San Blas, dating from
the 14th-16th centuries, dominates the town. The church’s inside hides a magnificent early
baroque altarpiece.
On the route of the so-called
“Roman Road”, we find the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Aiala ,
a magnificent 13th century building with a four-arch porch,
whose façade shows a scallop
shell. The inside preserves the
carving of the saint, Andra
Mari type, dating from the 14th
century.

ELBURGO
Villa (town) founded by King
Alphonse XI of Castile. Here we
can find the Hermitage of San
Juan de Arrarain, dating from
the 12th century, which is one of
the oldest works of Alava’s
Romanesque.

ARGANDOÑA
Through the old Roman road,
we can access this village,
where we will find the Parish
Church of Santa Columba, from
the 13th century. It shows a pointed-arch façade and four decorated columns, as well as the
capitals.
The Sanctuary of Estibaliz is
located on a hill over this village. This place, already known in
the 10th century, is in
Romanesque style and shows
proto-gothic elements. We
should stand out the Puerta
Speciosa, the 13th century baptismal font, and the 13th century
Virgin, Andra Mari type.

Sanctuary of Our Lady of Aiala
(Alegría-Dulantzi)

ARCAYA
It preserves the remains of
some interesting Roman thermas that we can enjoy on the
path edge, remembering us that
this place was part of the road
from Bordeaux to Astorga.
The Parish Church of La
Natividad de Nuestra Señora
was built at different times on
Romanesque foundations. It has
a Neoclassical tower and a
baroque high altarpiece.

Arcaded Square of
San Juan (Salvatierra)
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Hermitage of San Juan
de Arrarain (Elburgo)
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Mountain bikers
This route presents no difficulties, neither do its profile nor the soil’s pavement, which is excellent.

The Virgin of Estibaliz, patron saint of Álava, is adored in the equallynamed sanctuary, hiding a 12th century carving.

(km 0) Salvatierra
[3,8 km]

(km 106,3 Saiatz) (km 102,6 Oria)
Camino del interior

[2 km]

N

Salvatierra

Iglesia de
San Martín

(km 3,8) Gazeo
The 13th century church welcomes us. The inside hides beautiful Gothic paintings, the most
interesting in the North of the Iberian Peninsula. We leave the village through an asphalted
track among farm lands until we link to Ezkerekotxa.

N-1

(km 5,8) Ezkerekotxa

[9,1 km]

Gazeo

Fer
roc
arr
il

Ezkerekotxa

A31
12

We leave the town through the arcaded Square of San Juan and the Portal del Rey, and then
we walk towards the western industrial state. We leave it behind through a tunnel under the
highway and continue through a well-cared agricultural track, which leads us to Gazeo.

A-1

Castillo de
Henaio
661

Leaving this village behind, we continue straight ahead and get to the railway halt, where we
start a short slope up. At its end, we take a path skirting the hills through a short and beautiful corridor that stealthily passes through tiny natural ponds and, as reference point, the erect
figure of the hill of "the Henaio Castle", an Iron-Age settlement, with Alegría-Dulantzi at its
foot. The path’s line is cut by the new access road to Alegria-Dulantzi from the A-1. Once we
pass it, we continue through the so-called Roman Road, leading to the Hermitage of Our Lady
of Aiala. Ignoring the branch going down towards Alegría-Dulantzi, we take the Roman Road
again, parallel to the Alegria River channel, until we get to an old deserted spot of which only
a Romanesque temple remains, the current Hermitage of San Juan de Arrarain. From here,
we go down towards Elburgo.

312

[2,7 km]

(km 14,9) Elburgo

Ntra. Sra. de Aiala

A-132

A-3
110

San Juan de Arrarain

Elburgo

[1,1 km]

Alegría-Dulantzi

We cross the village and take another agricultural track among productive lands. After the
green way, we will get to a new crossroads. One of the branches leads to the Sanctuary of
Our Lady of Estibaliz, a beautiful historic-artistic site with a welcoming refuge. We will continue through the way down towards Villafranca.

(km 17,6) Villafranca
We enter through the rear side of the church and go towards the West to take a new agricultural regular gravel track towards Argandoña.

Ntra. Sra.
de Estibaliz

A-4107

[1,4 km]

(km 18,7) Argandoña
Villafranca

Argandoña

On our way out of this small village, dominated by the Romanesque Church of Santa
Columba, we take the road to Mendiluz. The section riding on the hill crest offers wide and
amazing panoramic views over the geographic setting of the Llanada Alavesa (Alava’s Plain),
with the outstandingly huge extension of Vitoria-Gasteiz. Nevertheless, we will not miss to go
through the small villages before getting to the city.

Ascarza
Cementerio

Vitoria-Gasteiz

(km 133,7 Saiatz) (km 130,0 Oria)

Having just passed by this village, we cross the A-2130 road. After seeing the new Vitoria’s
Cemetery of El Salvador, we get into a calm rural path among plots of land. On our first steps,
we see an aeromodelling pit area, continue our way, ending up at the road branch towards
Arcaya.

(km 22,5) Arcaya

Arcaya

[4,9 km]

04
N-1

A-2134

[2,4 km]

(km 20,1) Ascarza

We pass in front of the church and of a beautiful restored manor house (a pilgrims’ refuge).
We leave the village and go up a short slope towards the small hill “Alto de las Neveras”, to
descend it immediately. From there, we start our way to the centre of Vitoria-Gasteiz.

(km 27,4) Vitoria-Gasteiz
Once we get to the centre of the city, the Virgen Blanca Square, we go up the medieval quarter and to the old Cathedral of Santa Maria through the eastern side of “the almond,” coming
back from the western side.
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STAGE

6

VITORIAGASTEIZ
LA PUEBLA
(22 km)
VITORIA-GASTEIZ
King Sancho VI founded the city
in 1181 on the top of the hill and
gave it the name of Nueva
Victoria. At present, the Historic
Quarter keeps untouched its
gothic layout.
The Virgen Blanca Square,
surrounded by houses with the
traditional balconies, is the central place of some of the most
typical streets of the old town
and the enlargement.
Los Arquillos is a late 18th century innovative construction created by Justo Antonio de Olaguibel
in order to overcome the drop
between the medieval part and
the Neoclassical enlargement of
the city.
The Road to Santiago is shown in
some churches, such as the
gothic Church of San Pedro
Apóstol, dating from the end of
the 13th-14th centuries, or the also
gothic churches of San Miguel
Arcángel and San Vicente Mártir.
The gothic Santa Maria
Cathedral, built in the 14th century over a former building. It has
an elegant 17th century tower and
a portico showing interesting
polychrome stone sculptures. At
present, there are guided tours
to the restoration works.
The Neo-gothic Cathedral of La
Maria Inmaculada, built in the
20th century, houses the Diocesan
Museum of Sacred Art.
The city has important civil constructions, such as the late-gothic
Casa del Cordon (the Cord
House), built in the 15th century.
The inside preserves a medieval
tower dating from the 13th century. El Portalón is 15th century
building in wood and brick. We
should also stand out the palaces of Eskoriatza-Eskibel,

Bendaña, Villasuso, or
Montehermoso.
The Ajuria-Enea Palace, the official residence of the Lehendakari
(President of the Basque
country), dates from 1918. It is a
clear example of the Basque
architecture of that time. The
Renaissance Augusti Palace
houses the Museum of Fine Arts.
The Museum of Natural Sciences
is located in the medieval Tower
of Doña Otxanda and the
Archaeology Museum in a 16th
century house. The Fournier
Museum of Playing Cards, located in the Bendaña Palace,
shows one of the most important
collections of playing cards in the
world. The ‘Artium’, the Basque
Museum of Contemporary Art,
exhibits a significant collection of
Basque and Spanish art from the
20th century to nowadays.

ARMENTIA
The see of the old bishopric
until 1087 is the location of the
Basilica of San Prudencio. This
jewel of the Basque
Romanesque style was built in
the 12th century over a former
temple and it was restored
during the 18th century. The inside hides an image of the patron
saint of Álava, a gothic baptismal font, and a Flemish Gothic
stone sacrarium. The portico
preserves the old Romanesque
ornamentation (tympanums,
columns, relieves of the
Annunciation and scenes of the
Life of Christ).

GOMETXA
The Parish Church of La
Transfiguración is located over
an old hermitage devoted to St

48

James the Apostle. With medieval origins, the temple preserves some even chantlates and
the base of the baptismal font.

ARIÑEZ
This was the setting of a singular battle between the troops of
King Pedro I of Castile and his
brother Don Enrique de
Trastámara. At present, we can
distinguish the tower of the
Church of San Julian and Santa
Basilisa, highly adored during
the Late Middle Ages.

Old Town
(Vitoria-Gasteiz)

SUBIJANA DE ÁLAVA
The Parish Church of San
Esteban, showing a 15th century
façade and a belfry separated
from its body. The Palace House
of Simon de Anda is the birthplace of this famous seafarer.

Church of San Miguel
(Vitoria-Gasteiz)

VILLANUEVA DE LA
OCA
The Parish Church of San Pedro
is located near a fort-tower and
on a rocky mound. It shows a
Romanesque façade and a
belfry with three hollows.

Basilica of San Prudencio
(Armentia)

Church of La Transfiguración
(Gometxa)
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Mountain bikers
This stage route offers some difficulties in a small ascending section, after leaving
Subijana de Álava, and in the rough way down towards Villanueva de la Oca from
the San Miguel narrow pass. The alternative to this difficulty is going down from
Subijana de Álava to the highway and follow the latest towards La Puebla de
Arganzón.

The Virgen Blanca Square is one of the
most famous places in Vitoria-Gasteiz.

[2,7 km]

(km 106,3 Saiatz) (km 102,6 Oria)

Vitoria-Gasteiz

Armentia

(km 0) Vitoria-Gasteiz
We skirt the city from the South until we get to the Mendizorrotza and the “Estadio S.D.”
sports facilities, with swimming pools and other services accompanying us towards
Armentia.

(km 2,7) Armentia
[4,2 km]

N

Armentia
Camino del interior

A-4303

On the threshold of this small village, the statue of San Prudencio, the patron saint of Álava,
welcomes us. We continue towards the Basilica, an amazing artistic-historic site. Our way out
of the village, through the Armentia Forest, leads us into a setting with a high ecological richness, going through very dense areas and opener zones, walking along careful paths and pleasant rest areas. This is one of the most Southern clear spaces of the route, where we can
enjoy a magnificent panoramic view over the city and continue our pleasant way to Gometxa.

Gometxa
Eskibel

Zaldiaran

Gometxa
N-10
2

818

(km 6,9) Gometxa

978

[4,7 km]

Ariñez

A-41
02

rril
Ferroca

Zumelzu

ÁLAVA

Subijana de Álava
San Miguel
952

(km 11,6) Subijana

Portillo
de San Miguel

BURGOS
(Condado de Treviño)

[4,9 km]

N-1

749

Villanueva de
la Oca

Za

We enter through the Northern part of the village, leaving it to the Southwest, once we have
passed the parish church, to get into a regular gravel agricultural track and, on a slight and
progressive slope up, in which some downwards sections. We get to the junction of the A4102 road and cross it towards the West, but previously we can stop at this wonderful vantage point and enjoy the panoramic views we are offered. To the West, the progressive and
imminent closing of the Llanada Alavesa (Álava’s Plain). To the North, a group of small villages emerges, showing their rich historic background. The figure of the control tower and the
straight runways of the Foronda Airport stand as reference milestones that dominate the
landscape. To the Northeast and East, we foreground see the wide and modern Jundiz
Industrial Estate, covered by industrial buildings with different architectures occupying the
fields in which the memorable 1813 Battle of Vitoria took place, confronting the Spanish and
English armies with the French. In the middle, we find the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz with the outstanding four church towers in the medieval historic quarter. And, as background, the Mounts
of Altzania, which we have crossed on our way from Gipuzkoa to Álava. We continue among
farm fields until we get to Subijana de Álava.

do

A12

[5,5 km]6

rra

La Puebla de
Arganzón

(km 16,5) Villanueva

de la Oca

At the bottom of the valley, we cross this small village to continue our way through the road
section leading to the end of this stage.

(km 22) La
(km 155,7 Saiatz) (km 152 Oria)

de Álava

The village extends through the hill. We get out of here through the highest point, where the
Rural Palace of Simón de Anda and Salazar is. Next to it, a fountain allows us to get our
strength back and make the long way up easier. After a first section with s steep slope and
irregular stone soil, the profile and soil of the route become smoother. Here we have again a
real balcony to enjoy the views before getting among pines and gall-oaks and get to the San
Miguel narrow pass (13.1 Km.). Then we start our way down through a fast and rough section
ending at the village of Villanueva de la Oca.

Puebla de Arganzón

This village belongs to the Treviño County (Burgos). It hides a beautiful and interesting historic quarter, the bridge over the Zadorra River, the site made up of the old Hospital and the
Hermitage of Our Lady of La Antigua, as well as blazoned houses, which proclaim its distinguished past.
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STAGE

7A
LA PUEBLA
BRIÑAS
(27 km)
LA PUEBLA DE
ARGANZÓN
This walled town is part of the
Treviño County (Burgos). It had
a high strategic importance
due to its function as crossroads. It was granted the Fueros
in 1191.
The Church of Our Lady of La
Asunción, a magnificent Gothic
building, stand out due to its
two façades and a plateresque
high altarpiece dating from the
middle of the 16th century,
being considered one of the
most important monumental
sites of Spanish plateresque
style. The rich iconography
describing the Virgin’s life is
highly remarkable. It also preserves an image of Our Lady of
La Antigua, dating from the 14th
century.
The Pilgrim Hospital of San
Juan and the Hermitage of Our
Lady of La Antigua shape a 16th
century monumental site of
medieval origin at the way out
of the town. The hospital is of
medieval origin and was still
used as such until 1950. The
hermitage shows an ashlar
masonry façade with a pointed
arch and a two-body belfry.

BURGUETA
This nucleus is structured by
the Road to Santiago on a
small height.
The Church of San Martin was
restored in different ages, but it
preserves a 13th century façade
with pointed arches and highly
decorated capitals. The rest of
the building, in baroque style,
dates from the 17th century.

ESTAVILLO
The urban planning is settled
on a small height, with the
Church of San Martín on the
highest part. The façade is a
beautiful example of the 15th
century, finished with a basket
arch, whose tympanum hides a
relief of the Virgin of the
Annunciation and the highest
part has an image of St Martin.
The inside preserves the 16th
century Chapel of La
Concepcion and a magnificent
Renaissance high altarpiece.

BERANTEVILLA
The blazoned houses and the
Church of La Asunción de
Nuestra Señora stand out due
to their notable dimensions,
with a slender tower showing a
stone dome and the inner side,
with beautiful baroque altarpieces.
Very near the village, next to
the place where the Ayuda
River flows into the Zadorra
River, we find the Hermitage of
Our Lady of Lacorzanilla.
The impressive castle-fortress
of Portilla is located on a
height. It was built during the
Middle Ages and was the key
place in the defence of the
lands of Álava.

ZAMBRANA

“old road.” It was built in
ashlar masonry stone in
Renaissance style, like the
cross of its centre.
The Parish Church of Santa
Lucía preserves Romanesque
remains, a two.-arched portico
and a 18th century altarpiece.

SALINILLAS DE
BURADÓN
This town preserves great part
of its medieval walls, with
outstanding access gates.
The centre of the village shows
the Tower of the Sarmientos
and Ayalas, dating from the
15th century, the town’s defensive bastion. It is surrounded
by the remains of the palace of
the Counts of Oñate, dating
from the 16th-17th centuries.
Within the walls, the outstanding pilgrim Hospital of Santa
Ana was founded in the 14th
century, as well as the manor
houses with corbels, balconies,
and coats of arms in their
façades.
The 16th century Church of Our
Lady of La Concepción preserves two magnificent plateresque reclining sculptures of the
Lords of Guevara, considered
the most beautiful funeral pieces of the 16th century in Álava.

Lapuebla de Arganzón

This town preserves a layout of
rod-village with one street as
main axis. It was a passing
place for pilgrims and travellers, becoming an important
trading nucleus.
It has an interesting chapel at
the western entrance of the
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Mountain bikers
This stage shows no difficulty, except for the last section between Salinillas de
Buradón and Briñas. The difficult sectors are two: the short way up on our way out
from Salinillas de Buradón and the sudden and dangerous way down of La Lobera
narrow pass. Another option could be to go down to the national road, once we
have got to Salinillas de Buradón, getting to Las Conchas de Haro towards Briñas.

Salinillas de Buradon is located at the foot of Mount Toloño.
The village preserves a big part of its medieval walls.

(km 155,7 Saiatz) (km 152 Oria)
N

A-1

26

(km 0) La
[4,2 km]

La Puebla de
Arganzón

Puebla de Arganzón

We get to the exit of this village of the Treviño County (Burgos) after leaving the old Hospital
and the hermitage behind and getting into the layout of the N-1 road. We leave it a bit further
and take a branch towards Burgueta.

[2,2 km]

l

(km 4,2) Burgueta

rro

ca

rri

Camino del interior

N-1

Fe

Burgueta

BURGOS
(Condado de Treviño)

(km 6,4) Estavillo
[3,6 km]

Estavillo

Armiñon

A-3

122

ÁLAVA

We cross the village from North to South and, when we get to the church, we take a path
among plots of land. This path goes to the West on a gentle slope and is marked by properties. It leads us to a crossroads from which we can see the Zadorra River meadows and, on
the horizon, the high summits of Pancorbo and Cellórigo. On our way down through the old
road of “the Romans” or of “the pilgrims,” we find an old fountain and a washing place, just
before the old village of Estavillo.

N-1

AP-1

We skirt round the village and go straight besides the toll of the highway. We cross the two
branches leading to Lacervilla and go through a steep and short slope up to the Lezana
Height. One we have crowned the summit, we start our way down. This landscape will lead
us to the Ayuda River Valley. We will wade across the river through a beautiful bridge and get
to Berantevilla.

Ay
ud
a

Alto Lezama

(km 10) Berantevilla
[3,2 km]

Za
do
rra

522

N-124

Berantevilla
Ntra. Sra
de Lacorzanilla

749

The road does not get into the urban area, but it skirts round it. Passing by the front side of
the cemetery, we go through a rural track gently going up towards a hill that leads us to the
following valley. Before getting there, we can look at the valley ends and discover, to the East,
the strategic and inaccessible position occupied by the rocky bastion of Portilla, with the
walled town at its foot. To the West, the lands of Miranda de Ebro border on the horizon with
the wild crests of Pancorbo. Once we have crossed the hill, we go down towards Zambrana ,
whose lands reach the Ebro River.

Portilla

Alto
San Cristobal

(km 13,2) Zambrana

Portilla

Santa Cruz
del Fierro

Ocio
A-3126

Venta del
Rio

Ocio

A-41

06

Inglares

[8,3 km]

Zambrana

BURGOS

We enter through the cemetery in order to get to the Parish Church of Santa Lucía and, next,
we leave the village through its Southeastern part. Wee leave behind a simple cross and walk
among fertile fields, we get to the remains of the old Venta del Río (El Rio Inn) and end into
the N-124 road from Vitoria-Gasteiz to Logroño, passing through Haro. We follow this road
for a short time and leave it once we have passed by an abandoned plastering factory. We
see the change of the land exploitation to the vineyards monoculture, which indicates us the
innovative economy and landscape of this new area, La Rioja, and allows us to have our first
contact with the first village of the Rioja Alavesa region, Salinillas de Buradón.

Yesería

ro

Salinillas
de Buradón

(km 21,5) Salinillas
[5,5 km]

Eb

LA RIOJA
Bilibio

Briñas

(km 182,7 Saiatz) (km 179,0 Oria)

de Buradón

Our route does not enter into this village, well-defended by walls. We continue through the
street to the cemetery, leading us to the old La Lobera route, preventing to pass through the
narrow and dangerous pas of Las Conchas de Haro. We go up a step slope up through a
stone track that will shortly become a gentle and progressive ascent to La Lobera narrow
pass marked by two water pumping huts. There we can enjoy a beautiful panoramic view
over the vineyards. Next, we will go down suddenly through a dangerous stone track. Once
we have reached a lower sector, the road follows an easy flat route towards Briñas, passing
by the beautiful architectural and territorial place of La Picota, located over our way, and indicating the border between the two Autonomous Communities: Basque Country and La Rioja.

(km 27) Briñas
From this village of La Rioja, we can get to the French Road to Santiago going towards Santo
Domingo de la Calzada, after 24 kilometres.
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STAGE

7B

LA PUEBLA
MIRANDA DE
EBRO
(16,5 km)
LA PUEBLA DE
ARGANZÓN
This walled town is part of the
Treviño County (Burgos) and
had a great strategic importance due to its conditions as
crossroads. It as awarded the
Fueros (privileges) in 1191.
The Fortress-Church of La
Asuncion, good example of the
Gothic style in Alava, shows
carvings of the Virgin in the
doors and a highly valuable
plateresque altarpiece in the
High Altar. The image adored in
this church is the type of the
Andra Mari of Our Lady of La
Antigua, in Romanesque style,
coming from the hermitage
with the same name that was
attached to the pilgrim hospital
of San Juan Evangelista.

BURGUETA
This village, belonging to the
municipality of Treviño, hides
the Parish Church of San
Martin, a building restored in
different ages. The church
shows a 13th century portico, a
baroque altarpiece, and a
three-arched belfry.

ESTAVILLO
The Road to Santiago crosses
the urban area, following the
layout of the old Roman road.
Its stone houses, with interesting decorative motifs, group
around the Parish Church of
San Martin, in Gothic style and
with an interesting 15th century
façade. It also hides a beautiful
relief of the Annunciation. The
village had a hospital and the
Hermitage of San Roque, still
preserved.

ARMIÑÓN
Essential route for pilgrims and
walkers on their way to the plateau lands.
The Zadorra River is crossed
over a magnificent medieval
masonry bridge, with ix spans
and five cutwaters. It was the
source of fights throughout history and a strategic point for
crossroads towards Miranda
and La Rioja.
The Church of San Andres
Apostol shows a 16th century
Renaissance façade. It inside
hides baroque works, such as
the 18th century high altarpiece.
The most significant building of
the village is the Montoya
Urbina Palace, with typical features of the noble domestic
architecture of the 17th century.
Its main façade has a balcony
over a portico with five stone
arches and both sides show the
coats of arms of the lords’ blazons.

break with the building horizontality. The second floor
shows a magnificent with four
pointed arches divided into two
by a stone crest with the inscription ”Credo in unum
Deum.”
The Hermitage of San Juan and
Santa Magdalena is located in
the outskirts of the urban area.
Different elements of a former
building were used to construct
this Gothic building, which was
the town’s parish until the 17th
century.
The old hospital is documented
since the 16th century and was
rebuilt preserving the materials, becoming a private
house.
On the way out of the town,
wading across the Bayas River,
we find a four-spanned bridge,
which was repaired in 1628,
fact that evidences a former
origin.

La Puebla de Arganzón

Church of San Andrés Apóstol
(Armiñón)

RIVABELLOSA
The Cuaderno de Leyes y
Ordenanazas was passed in
1463 in this village. These were
the laws under which Alava
was governed for centuries.
The Parish Church of Our Lady
of El Rosario, dating from the
16th and 17th centuries, has a
neoclassical bell tower and a
high altarpiece presided by an
image of the Virgin, Andra Mari
type, carved in the 14th century.
The urban area stands out due
to the Renaissance Palace
House of Saenz de Santamaria.
The materials were ashlar
masonry, dressed stone, and
masonry. The tower will attract
our attention, since it helps to
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Bridge over Bayas river
(Rivabellosa)

Church of Our Lady of El Rosario
(Rivabellosa)
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Mountain bikers
This route presents no difficulties.

Prao de la Paul Wetland. As background, the Cantabria
Mountain Range.

(km 155,7 Saiatz) (km 152,0 Oria)
(km 0) La
[4,2 km]

N

La Puebla de
Arganzón
Camino del
interior

Za
do
rra

San Esteban
de Treviño

We get to the exit of this village of the Treviño County (Burgos), after leaving the old hospital
and the hermitage behind and getting into the route of the N-1 road. A bit later, we leave it
and take a branch up towards Burgueta.

Pangua

(km 4,2) Burgueta
[2,2 km]

BURGOS
(Condado de Treviño)

N-1

Burgueta

San Formerio

Estavillo

San Miguel

Manzanos

[1,1 km]

752

Camino del
interior

ÁLAVA

Armiñón

673

[4,5 km]

Quintanilla
Camino del
interior

Quintanilla
de la Ribera
N-1

San Juan y
La Magdalena

AP-68

[4,5 km]
AP-1

as

(km 6,4) Estavillo
We skirt round this village and continue our way down through the road. Once we have crossed the tunnel under the A-1 highway, we can already see the next place.

We get into this village from an old communication and roading strategic point. We cross the
village through the street from East to West. We pass by the Church of San Andres, the
Montoya-Urbina Palace until we get to the line of the second North-South axis crossing the
village. A narrow passage among houses will lead us to magnificent medieval bridge. We will
find different passing bays from which we can enjoy not only the Zadorra River’s waters and
the ecosystem created on its banks, but also the architectural structure of this bridge, as well
as the old mill, in front of it. We leave the village through the tunnel under the railway and
enter into a steep slope up. Once we have crowned it, we will be able to see Rivabellosa. We
get there after a gentle slope down and crossing below the Burgos-Maltzaga highway.

(km 12) Rivabellosa

Rivabellosa

Bay

We cross the village from North to South and at the church, we take a path among plots of
land going towards the East on a gentle slope up. This path is marked by properties and
leads us to a crossroads from which we can see the lowlands of the Zadorra River with the
high summits of Pancorbo and Cellórigo as background. On our way down through the old
‘Roman’ or ‘Pilgrim’ road, we find the old fountain and washing place, indicating we are arriving at the village of Estavillo.

(km 7,5) Armiñón

Melledes

Igay

Puebla de Arganzón

We enter to the town through the Northern part and then we get to the restored square of the
urban centre. We leave the urban area and go towards the West, passing over the rail tracks.
We cross the Bayas River by the solid and firm structure of the bridge, which is defended by
the thick wall of the milldam located upstream. The route continues by road up to a junction
leading us to an agricultural track. We follow it and get, first, to the border between Alava and
Burgos. We cross the highway through an overpass and, a bit later, we get to the surroundings of Miranda de Ebro near some industrial buildings on the N-1 road. We follow this road
up tot eh junction to the centre of Miranda de Ebro.

Miranda de Ebro
BURGOS

(km 172,2 Saiatz) (km 168,5 Oria)

(km 16,5) Miranda

de Ebro

The Inner Route of the Road to Santiago, going through the territories of Álava and Gipuzkoa,
finishes in the surroundings of this town of Burgos. We need to go to Burgos, 83 kilometres
far from here, in order to join the French Road to Santiago.
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Useful information on the

Inland Route

• Rural tourism houses, Agrotourism and Rural Houses, including the kilometre location on the route:
Distance from the beginning of the stage

Distance from the link to the Road to Santiago.

• Some accommodations are not centrally located and even may not be in the urban area of the village or town, so it is recommendable to ask about the distance from
the Road to Santiago, above all, if you are going on foot.
• In the capital cities, if you would like to have accommodation less of 2-star hostel, it is recommendable to visit the local tourist office.
• The stages are only a recommendation specially aimed at pilgrims or walkers.
• The update of this list of accommodations is available on: www.basquecountrytourism.net
• Other pictogram:
Quality Tourism

1. IRUN
HERNANI
Irun

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Bº Behobia, s/n
Tel/Fax: 943 622 627
• Accommodation
H*** Alcázar
Avd. Iparralde, 11
Tel: 943 620 900 • Fax: 943 622 797
info@hotelalcazar.net
www.hotelalcazar.net
Capacity: 48 rooms
H*** Eth Irun
Komete Sarea, 5. Zaisa 2
Tel: 943 634 100 • Fax: 943 621 998
hotel@hoteleth.com
www.hoteleth.com
Capacity: 50 rooms
H*** Tryp Urdanibia
Jaizubia hiribidea, s/n
Tel: 943 630 440 • Fax: 943 630 410
tryp.urdanibia@solmelia.com
www.solmelia.com
Capacity: 115 rooms
H** Atalaia
Aritz Ondo, 69
.
Tel: 943 629 433 • Fax: 943 631 723
info@hotelatalaia.com
www.hotelatalaia.com
Capacity: 12 hab
H* Aitana
Iparralde, 51
Tel: 943 635 700 • Fax: 943 632 424
hotel@hotelaitana.com
www.hotelaitana.com
Capacity: 19 rooms
H* Ibis Irun
Letxunborro, 77
Tel: 943 636 232 • Fax: 943 625 816
H3220@accor-hotels.com
www.ibishotel.com
Capacity: 76 rooms
P** Bidasoa
Estación, 14
Tel./ Fax: 943 619 913
Capacity:16 rooms
P** Bowling
Mourlane Michelena, 2, 3º
Tel: 943 611 452
elbowling@euskalnet.net
Capacity: 31 rooms
P** Europa
Avd. Iparralde, 59
Tel: 943 622 144 • Fax: 943 632 424
Capacity: 14 rooms
P** Los Fronterizos
Estación, 7
Tel: 943 619 205
Capacity: 27 rooms
P* Gema
Estación, 5
Tel: 943 615 091
Capacity: 14 rooms
P* Gure Ametsa
Oilakineta, 12
Tel: 943 633 968
Capacity: 6 rooms
P* Machinventa
Pº de Colón, 23
Tel: 943 630 264
Capacity: 6 rooms

ISO

Offices members of the Basque
Network of Tourist Offices

ISO quality set

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Arkale Zarra
Arkaleko bidea, 21. Bº Gurutze
Tel: 943 490 065
Capacity: 6 capacity
9 Km.
0,4 Km.

P* Mari Carmen
Serapio Múgica, 33
Tel: 943 612 379
Capacity: 7 rooms
P* Neguri
Zubiaurre, 6
Tel: 651 707 426
Capacity: 7 rooms

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Mendiola
Ventas. PK. 1 N-3452
Tel./ Fax: 943 629 763 /637 940 883
Capacity: 6 capacity
6,6 Km.
1,1 Km.
CR: Antxotegi
Meaka, 118. Ctra. Parque
de Peñas de Aia. Irun, km. 13
Tel: 943 622 139
alexis@adimedia.net
www.adimedia.net/antxotegi
Capacity: 10 capacity
6,6 Km.
5,1 Km.
AG: Palacio San Narciso
Bº Olaberria, 88
Tel: 943 635 379/629 490 315
palaciosannarciso@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/sannarciso
Capacity: 16 capacity
7 Km.
0,5 Km.

• Hostels
Monasterio Sagrada Familia
Bº de Mendelu, s/n
Tel: 943 641 973 (Book)
2,9 Km.
1,4 Km.
Albergue de Peregrinos
Tel:635 743 774/645 722 725/
639 553 514
Albergue Mantindozenea
Tel: 943 621 042
albergue@irun.org
Oiartzun

• Tourist offices
Oarsoaldea Tourist Office
Biblioteca Manuel Lekuona
Donibane, 11-bajo. 20180 Oiartzun
Tel: 943 494 521 • Fax: 943 494 614
turismo@oarsoaldea.net
www.oarsoaldea-turismo.net
• Accommodation
H**** Usategieta
Maldaburu Bidea, 15
Tel: 943 260 530 • Fax: 943 260 675
reservas@hotelusategieta.con
www.hotelusategieta.com
Capacity: 13 rooms
H*** Lintzirin
Ctra. N-1 Km. 469
Tel: 943 492 000 • Fax: 943 492 504
lintzirin@adegi.es
www.hotellintzirin.com
Capacity: 132 rooms
H* Gurutze-Berri
Bizardia Plaza, 7
Tel: 943 490 625 • Fax: 943 493 723
gurutzeberri@gurutzeberri.com
www.gurutzeberri.com
Capacity: 36 rooms
54

AG: Peluaga
Arkale bidea, 31. N-1 Madrid-Irun
Tel/ Fax: 943 492 509
peluaga@ole.com
www.peluaga.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
10 Km.
1,6 Km.
AG: Erretegi Haundi
Iturrioz, 2
Tel: 943 494 629 / 645 710 525
Capacity: 16 capacity
13,1 Km.
0,9 Km.
CR: Aitzarri
Karrika Errotaurre etxadia, 11-B
Tel: 943 491 710 / 655 738 910
jesusmolaiz@hotmail.com
www.aitzarrirural.tk
Capacity: 5 capacity
9 Km.
0,4 Km.
CR: Iragorri
Sorondo Bidea, 2
Tel: 943 492 638
ww.nekatur.net/iragorri
Capacity: 9 capacity
13,1 Km.
0,9 Km.
CR: Aroxkene
Aroxkene, 7. Ctra. Artikutza PK. 3,5
Tel/ Fax: 943 494 692
aroxkene@yahoo.es
www.aroxkene.es.vg
Capacity: 12 capacity
14,3 Km.
2,6 Km.

• Campings
Oliden - 2ª
Arragua, 0. Ctra. N-1 Km. 470
Tel: 943 490 728
Capacity: 250 capacity
• Hostels
Albergue Arritxulo
Camino Aritxulegi
Tel: 943 580 010
info@arritxulo.com
www.arritxulo.com
Errenteria

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
(Udal liburutegia) Magdalena, 27
Tel: 943 449 638 • Fax:943 449 648
turismo@errenteria.net
www.oarsoaldea-turismo.net
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Añarre Zarra
Zamalbide auzoa, 108
Tel/ Fax: 943 523 751
Capacity: 14 capacity
15 Km.
0,0 Km.
• Hostels
Belabaratz. Municipal (Groups)
Tel: 943 449 640 (book)
Capacity: 60 capacity
20,9 Km.
3 Km.
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Astigarraga

• Accommodation
P** Beizama
Bo Ergobia, s/n
Tel: 943 550 042/943 332 977
Capacity: 7 rooms
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Artola
Santiagomendi
Tel: 637 035 679
www.agroturismoartola.com
Capacity: 10 capacity
22 Km.
0,0 Km.
AG: Arraspiñe
Santiago Zeharra, s/n
Tel: 943 331 319
www.nekatur.net/arraspine
Capacity: 12 capacity
22,1 Km.
0,0 Km.
CR: Buenabista
Ermaña Berri, 2
Tel: 943 330 205
Capacity: 6 capacity

• Hostels
Santiagomendiko aterpetxea (Municipal)
Tel: 943 335 064 (book)
Capacity: 32 capacity
20,3 Km.
0,0 Km.
Hernani

• Accommodation
H* Txintxua
Zikuñaga, 72
Tel: 943 333 680 • Fax: 943 331 835
htrecepcion@hotel-txintxua.com
www.hotel-txintxua.com
Capacity: 20 rooms
P** Zinkoenea
Mayor, 57-1º
Tel: 670 390 897 • Fax: 943 331 835
Capacity: 7 rooms
P* Anzizar
Nagusia, 7
Tel: 943 557 151
Capacity: 6 rooms
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Pardiola
Osiñaga Bailara, 29
Tel: 943 333 679 / 656 734 139
Fax: 943 336 041
pardiola@euskalnet.net
www.euskalnet.net/euskotel
Capacity: 12 capacity
29,1 Km.
2,6 Km.
CR: Pagoaga
Caserío Pagoaga, 1
Tel: 943 332 073
Capacity: 6 capacity
32,8 Km.

9,6 Km.

CR: Belazarte
Pagoaga Bailara, 10
Tel: 943 331569
belazarte@euskalnet.net
www.nekatur.net/belazarte
Capacity: 8 capacity
32,9 Km.
9,7 Km.
2a. HERNANI
TOLOSA
Urnieta

• Accommodation
H** Ler Argi
Otzaran, 15
Tel: 943 331 334 • Fax: 943 331 988
ler-argi@telefonica.net
www.lerargi.com
Capacity: 7 rooms
P** Guria
Idiazabal 46-48 bajo
Tel: 943 005 650 / 688 638 471
Fax: 943 005 646
reservas@pensionguria.com
www.pensionguria.com
Capacity: 10 rooms
P** Villa de Urnieta
Dendategi, 4
Tel: 943 333 866
Capacity: 5 rooms
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• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Enbutegi
Enbutegi Goikoa, 2
Tel: 943 553 797/628 523 922
Fax: 943 553 797
enbutegi@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/enbutegi
Capacity: 14 capacity
3,8 Km.
1,1 Km.
AG: Kostegi
Oztaran, 30 D
Tel/Fax: 943 365 688
www.kostegi.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
4,7 Km.
2 Km.
CR: Altzibar Berri
Goiburu, 33
Tel./Fax: 943 557 097 / 626 551 429
altzibarberri@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/altzibar
Capacity: 12 capacity
6,2 Km.
1,7 Km.
AG: Montefrio
Goiburu, 46. Gi-131 PK. 3
Tel: 943 557 158 • Fax: 943 557 158
agroturismontefrio@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/montefrio
Capacity: 10 capacity
6,2 Km.
1,7 Km.
• Hostels
Elketa Salesianos
(Groups min. 15 capacity)
Tel: 943 551 789 (book)
Capacity: 86 capacity
3,5 Km.
0,8 Km.
Xoxoka (Municipal)
(Groups min 5 capacity)
Tel: 943 008 033 (book)
Capacity: 23 capacity
6,6 Km.
2,1 Km.
Andoain

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office de Andoain
La Salle etorbidea, 6
Tel: 943 590 409 • Fax: 943 304 223
turismoandoain@gmail.com
(Summer only)
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Txertota
Goiburu
Tel/Fax: 943 590 721
Capacity: 12 capacity
9,5 Km.
1,7 Km.
Aduna
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Zabale
Bº Goiburu. Aduna. N I PK. 446
Tel: 943 690 825 / 657 73 01 08
zabalerural@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/zabale
Capacity: 4 capacity
12,1 Km.
1,4 Km.

• Hostels
Adunako aterpea
Aduna. Tel: 943 693 481
Capacity: 40 capacity
10,7 Km.
0,3 Km.
Villabona

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Akulebi
Legarreta, s/n
Tel: 943 693 034 / 639 907 018
Fax: 943 691 184
Capacity: 6 capacity
13,5 Km.
0,2 Km.
AG: Urresti
Bº Amasa
Tel: 943 690 444
urrestiamasa@telefonica.net
www.urrestiamasa.net
Capacity: 14 capacity
15,1 Km.
2,7 Km.
AG: Alustiza
Amasa, s/n
Tel/ Fax: 943 690 361
alustiza2001@terra.es
Capacity: 12 capacity
15,6 Km.
3,2 Km.
55

Asteasu

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Ugarte
Beballara, s/n. Gi-2634 PK. 3
Tel: 943 692 722
legarrayolan@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/ugarte
Capacity: 6 capacity
6,2 Km.
1,7 Km.
AG: Saskarate
Upazan
Tel. / Fax: 943 690 446
saskarate@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/saskarate
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Urkidizar
Goibalara, 116
Tel: 943 693 083
urkidizar@msn.com
www.urkidizar.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
Anoeta
Tolosa

• Tourist offices
Tolosaldea Tour
Santa María Plaza, 1
Tel: 943 697 413 • Fax: 943 676 213
tour@tolosaldea.net
www.tolosaldea.net
• Accommodation
H* Oria
Oria, 2
Tel: 943 654 688 • Fax: 943 653 612
hoteloria@hoteloria.com
www.hoteloria.com
Capacity: 34 rooms
H* Oria II
San Francisco, 20
Tel: 943 654 688 • Fax: 943 653 612
hoteloria@hoteloria.com
www.hoteloria.com
Capacity: 11 rooms
P* Karmentxu
Korreo, 24
Tel: 943 673 701
Capacity: 7 rooms
P* Karmentxu II
Errementari, 5
Tel: 943 673 701
Capacity: 4 rooms
P* Oyarbide
Pza. Gorriti, 1
Tel/Fax: 943 670 017
Capacity: 19 rooms
• Hostels
Zuloaga Txiki
Tel: 943 650 036 / 943 670 383
Capacity: 40 capacity
17,6 Km.
0,1 Km.
2b. HERNANI
BIDANIA
Urnieta

• Accommodation
H** Ler Argi
Otzaran 15
Tel: 943 331 334 • Fax: 943 331 988
ler-argi@telefonica.net
www.lerargi.com
Capacity: 7 rooms
P** Guria
c/ Idiazabal, 46-48 bajo
Tel: 943 005 650 / 688 638 471
Fax: 943 005 646
reservas@pensionguria.com
www.pensionguria.com
Capacity: 10 rooms
P** Villa de Urnieta
Dendategi, 4
Tel: 943 333 866
Capacity: 5 rooms
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Altzibar Berri
Goiburu, 33
Tel: 943 557 097 / 626 551 429
Fax: 943 557 097
altzibarberri@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/altzibar
Capacity: 12 capacity
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AG: Enbutegi
Enbutegi Goikoa, 2
Tel/Fax: 943 553 797 / 628 523 922
enbutegi@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/enbutegi
www.enbutegi.com
Capacity: 14 capacity
AG: Kostegi
Oztaran, 30 D
Tel/Fax: 943 365 688
www.kostegi.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
2,4 Km.
0,6 Km.
AG: Montefrio
Goiburu, 46
Tel/Fax: 943 557 158
agroturismontefrio@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/montefrio
Capacity: 10 capacity
Lasarte - Oria
• Accommodation
H** Txartel
Po del Circuito, 1
Tel: 943 362 340 • Fax: 943 364 804
info@hoteltxartel.com
www.hoteltxartel.com
Capacity: 58 rooms
H* Ibiltze
Antxota, 3-4
Tel: 943 365 644 • Fax: 943 366 746
contacto@hotelibiltze.com
www.hotelibiltze.com
Capacity: 36 rooms
Zubieta
• Accommodation
H* Zaldua
Pº Hipódromo, 8
Tel: 943 693 083
urkidizar@msn.com
www.urkidizar.com
Capacity: 7 rooms

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Irigoyen
Petritza Bidea, 4 D. Zubieta
Tel: 943 366 799
arantxazurmendi@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/irigoyen
Capacity: 8 rooms
6,5 Km.
0,0 Km.
Usurbil
• Accommodation
H* Atxega Jauregia
Aitzezarra, 1 Pq. I. Zumartegi
Tel: 943 376 666 • Fax: 943 376 771
www.hotelatxega.com
Capacity: 12 rooms

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Barazar
Berridi, 10. Zubieta
Tel: 943 363 358
Capacity: 10 capacity
6 Km.
0,1 Km.
AG: Karobi
Bo Zubieta, 21
Tel/Fax: 943 360 635
Capacity: 12 capacity
7,1 Km.
0,1 Km.
AG: Ibarrola
Kale-zahar, s/n
Tel/Fax: 943 363 007
ibarrolaweb@hispavista.com
Capacity: 16 capacity
7,1 Km.
0,1 Km.
AG: Zabalea
Bº San Esteban, s/n
Tel: 630 562 588 • Fax: 943 361 261
zabalea@arrakis.es
www.nekatur.net/zabalea
Capacity: 9 capacity
10,4 Km.
2,9 Km.
AG: Arratzain
Arratzain bide, 21
Tel: 943 366 633 / 943 366 633
info@agroturismoarratzain.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
11,2 Km.
2,8 Km.
• Apartments
Usasku-Berri - A •
Kale Zahar, 58
Tel/Fax: 943 361 195
Capacity: 30 capacity
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Zizurkil

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Ziasoro
Zizurkil, s/n
Tel: 943 693 143
Capacity: 4 capacity
17,6 Km.
2,1 Km.
CR: Goizaldi
Bº Mendibailara, 59
Tel: 943 692 782 • Fax: 943 363 773
Capacity: 8 capacity
17,7 Km.
2,8 Km.
AG: Nekola
Zizurkil, s/n
Tel: 943 692 051
nekola@terra.es
www.nekola.com
Capacity: 6 capacity
18,9 Km.
3,4 - 2,8 Km.
• Hostels
Abeletxe
Zarate bidea
Tel: 943 693 983
Capacity: 54 capacity
17,7 Km.
2,8 Km.
Asteasu
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Saskarate
Upazan
Tel: 943 690 446 • Fax: 943 690 446
saskarate@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/saskarate
Capacity: 12 capacity
16,1 Km.
0,0 Km.
AG: Urkidizar
Goibalara, 116
Tel: 943 693 083
urkizar@msn.com
www.urkidizar.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
19,3 Km.
1,4 Km.
AG: Ugarte
Beballara. Gi-2631 PK. 3
Tel: 943 692 722
legarrayolan@yahoo.es
www.nekatur.net/ugarte
Capacity: 6 capacity
19,9 Km.
5 Km.
Aia

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Agerresoro Haundi
Andatza, 21
Tel: 943 835 053
Capacity: 8 capacity
17,9 Km.
3 Km.
AG: Agote Txiki
Bº Elkano, 15.
Acceso desde Zarautz
Tel./ Fax: 943 133 749
gemaanason@hotmail.com
www.agotetxiki.com
Capacity: 8 capacity
AG: Azkue
Arrutiegia,1
Tel: 943 131 028
www.nekatur.net/azkue
Capacity: 12 capacity
CR: Begoña
Bº Urdaneta, 21
Tel: 943 831 829 / 659 620 579
Capacity: 12 capacity
CR: Errota
Olazkoegia, s/n
Tel: 943 835 465
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Indaate Berri
Bº Urdaneta, 12
Tel./ Fax: 943 133 058 / 667 863 023
agrogema@hotmail.com
Capacity: 16 capacity
CR: Izarra
Bº Urdaneta, s/n
Tel: 943 131 867 / 650 132 507
Capacity: 10 capacity
AG: Landarbide Zahar
Laurgain, 26
Tel./ Fax: 943 831 095
landar@wanadoo.es
www.landarbide.com
Capacity: 16 capacity
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CR: Landarbide Zahar 2
Laurgain, 26
Tel./ Fax: 943 831 095
landar@wanadoo.es
www.landarbide.com
Capacity: 4 capacity
CR: Leku Eder
Bº Urdaneta
Tel: 943 132 373 • Fax: 943 834 908
leku-eder@terra.es
www.leku-eder.com
Capacity: 8 capacity
AG: Lokate
Olazkoegia, 12
Tel./ Fax: 943 890 715
lokatera@begira.com
www.nekatur.net/lokate
Capacity: 14 capacity
CR: Mailan
Artaola, 18
Tel./ Fax: 943 890 345
Capacity: 10 capacity
CR: Mañarinegi
Santio Erreka, 4
Tel: 943 135 065
Tel: 650 825 190 / 626 494 947
saioaezkurra@hotmail.com
www.manarinegi.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Olaskoaga Goikoa
Olaskoegia, s/n
Tel: 943 580 814 / 607 233 824
olaskoagagoikoa@terra.es
www.nekatur.net/olaskoaga
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Orortegi
Arrutiegia, s/n
Tel: 943 830 804 / 656 773 368
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Pagoederraga
Santio Erreka, s/n
Tel: 943 131 096 / 686 450 004
pagoederraga@hotmail.com
www.nekatur.net/pagoederraga
Capacity: 12 capacity
AG: Sagarmaneta
Urdaneta
Tel: 943 133 094 / 630 900 050
aitorirureta1@terra.es
www.nekatur.net/sagarmaneta
Capacity: 14 capacity
AG: Tolare
Laurgain, 7
Tel: 943 834 313 / 659 579 205
www.toprural.com/casaruraltolare
Capacity: 8 capacity
CR: Txangiluenea Etxea
Gozategi, 20
Tel: 606 102 423
Fax: 943 134 104
garbineaia@terra.es
www.toprural.com/txangiluenea
Capacity: 10 capacity
26,1 Km.
6,7 Km.
Errezil

• Accommodation
H** Trintxera
Ctr. Tolosa-Azpeitia, km 10
Tel: 943 681 206
Fax: 943 681 216
informazioa@trintxera.com
www.trintxera.com
Capacity: 7 rooms
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Letea
Letea, s/n
Tel: 943 812 887 / 695 779 092
www.nekatur.net/letea
Capacity: 11 capacity
27,4 Km.
0,5 Km.
AG: Izarre
Errezilgo, s/n
Tel: 943 813 524/629 349 526
Fax: 943 151 898
www.nekatur.net/izarre
Capacity: 12 capacity
28,9 Km.
4,9 Km.
AG: Etxeberri
Etxeberri,1
Tel: 943 812 992/649 001 254
Fax: 943 835 113
www.nekatur.net/etxeberri
Capacity: 8 capacity
29,2 Km.
5,2 Km.
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• Hostels
Artaunsoro
Erdoizta auzoa.
Tel: 943 310 268
artantzo666@yahoo.es
24,3 Km.
3 Km.
3a. TOLOSA
ZERAIN
Alegia
Ikaztegieta
Baliarrain

• Hostels
Zartagi Aterpetxea
Herriko plaza (Municipal)
Tel: 943 163 076
Capacity: 25 capacity
11 Km.
2 Km.
Legorreta
Itsasondo

• Accommodation
P** Izaskun
Nagusia, 10
Tel: 943 880 012
Capacity: 24 rooms
Ordizia

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Santa María, 24
Tel: 943 882 290
turismo@ordizia.org
www.ordizia.org
• Hostels
Oianguren aterpetxea.
Oianguren parkea. (Municipal)
Tel: 943 889 106
Capacity: 48 capacity
18,4 Km.
2 Km.
Beasain
• Accommodation
H** Guregas
Ctr. Nacional km. 1
Tel: 943 000 805
Fax: 943 310 363
beasain.guregas@est.grupogureak.com
Capacity: 25 rooms
H* Igartza
Oriamendi, 41
Tel: 943 085 240
Fax: 943 085 241
h-igartza@goierri.com
www.goierri.com/h-igartza
H* Salbatore
B° Salbatore, s/n
Tel: 943 888 307 • Fax: 943 888 362
www.hotelsalbatore.com
Capacity: 14 rooms

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Pagorriaga
Aratz-Matxinbenta, s/n
Tel: 943 582 071
pagorriaga@euskalnet.net
www.pagorriaga.com
Capacity: 8 capacity
Lazkao

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Lizargarate
Lazkaomendi,8
Tel: 943 881 974
info@lizargarate.com
www.nekatur.net/lizargarate
Capacity: 11 capacity
19,7 Km.
3,3 Km.
Olaberria
• Accommodation
H*** Castillo
Ctra. N-1, km. 419
Tel: 943 881 958 • Fax: 943 883 460
recepcion@hotelcastillo.info
Capacity: 28 rooms
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P* Zezilionea
Plaza San Juan, s/n
Tel: 943 885829 • Fax: 943 884 169
info@hotelzezilionea.com
www.hotelzezilionea.com
Capacity: 14 rooms

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Borda
Errekalde, s/n. N-1 PK. 1-2
Tel/Fax: 943 160 681
bordaolaberria@terra.es
Capacity: 10 capacity
23,7 Km.
1,4 Km.
Idiazabal
• Accommodation
H* Alaia
Alto Etxegarate, s/n
Tel: 943 187 655 • Fax: 943 187 117
etxegaratate2@terra.es
Capacity: 18 rooms
P* Ongi Etorri
Alto Etxegarate, s/n. Tel: 943 187 655
Capacity: 8 hab
Segura
• Tourist offices
Tourist Office. Casa Adixarra
Nagusia, 12
Tel: 943 801 749 • Fax: 943 801 006
turismobulegoasegura@telefonica.net
www.seguragoierri.net

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Ondarre
Beheko Arrabal, s/n
Tel: 943 801 664
ondarre@hispavista.com
www.acvmultimedia.com/ondarre
Capacity: 11 capacity
29,1 Km.
0,2 Km.
• Hostels
Albergue de Segura (Groups)
Dip. Foral de Gipuzkoa
Tel: 943 801 010/901 100 090 (Resevar)
Capacity: 60 capacity
29,6 Km.
0,2 Km.
Zerain
• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Herriko plaza
Tel: 943 801 505 • Fax: 943 801 606
turismobulegoa@zerain.com
www.zerain.com

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Oiharte
Irukarate-Gain, s/n
Tel: 680 171 291
oiharte@euskalnet.net
www.oiharte.net
Capacity: 12 capacity
31,4 Km.
0,3 Km.
AG: Tellerine
Aizpea
Tel: 943 582 031
Capacity: 12 capacity
35,4 Km.
4,2 Km.
• Hostels
Aristierdi (Municipal)
Tel: 943 801 505 (Resevar)
Capacity: 45 capacity
31,2 Km.
0,0 Km.
3b. BIDANIA
ZERAIN
Albiztur
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Segore Etxeberri
Santa Marina Bailara
Tel: 943 580 976 / 610 460 751
Capacity: 11 capacity
5,5 Km.
0,1 Km.
Beasain
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Pagorriaga
Aratz-Matxinbenta, s/n
Tel: 943 582 071
pagorriaga@euskalnet.net
www.pagorriaga.com
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Capacity: 8 capacity
10,3 Km.

2,3 Km.

Ezkio-Itsaso
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Mandubiko Benta
Mandubia, s/n
Tel: 943 882 673
Capacity: 4 capacity
13,7 Km.
0,0 Km.

• Hostels
Albergue Municipal
Ezkio. (Resevar)
Tel: 943 721 303
Capacity: 12 capacity
16,9 Km.
2,7 Km.
Ormaiztegi
• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Museo Zumalakarregi. Muxika Egurastokia, 6
Tel: 943 889 900 • Fax: 943 800 138
mzumalakarregi@gipuzkoa.net
http://zm.gipuzkoakultura.net

• Accommodation
P** Itxune
Gabirialdie, 14, 1º
Tel: 639 238 889 • Fax: 943 161 146
itxune@itxune.com
www.itxune.com
Capacity: 17 rooms
Mutiloa

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Lierni Garakoa
Lierni, s/n
Tel: 943 801 699 • Fax: 943 801 507
Capacity: 12 capacity
23,4 Km.
0,2 Km.
CR: Orue
Ergoena, 28
Tel: 943 801 900
casaruralorue@hotmail.com
www.casaruralorue.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
27,3 Km.
3,2 Km.
4. ZERAIN
SALVATIERRA / AGURAIN
Zegama

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
San Martín, 7
Tel/Fax: 943 802 187
Elinuezegama@euskalnet.net
• Accommodation
P** Zegama
San Martín, 3
Tel: 943 801 051
Capacity: 10 rooms
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Arrieta Haundi
B° Arrietaldea, s/n
Tel: 943 801 890 • Fax: 943 801 890
arrietahaundi@euskalnet.net
www.euskalnet.net/arrietahaundi
Capacity: 11 capacity
6,9 Km.
1,5 Km.
• Hostels
Refugio de San Adrian.
Fed. Vasca de Montaña
Tel: 943 582 076
Capacity: 40 capacity
12,8 Km.
0,2 Km.
Zalduondo
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Aitzkomendi
Errotalde, 5
Tel: 679 908 531
info@arkauzetxea.com
www.arkauzetxea.com
Capacity: 7 capacity
CR: Sorginetxe
Errotalde, 5 b
Tel: 679 908 531
info@arkauzetxea.com
www.arkauzetxea.com
Capacity: 6 capacity
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Araia
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Mendiaxpe
Salsamendi, 22. Asparrena
Tel: 945 304 212/646 104 584
Fax: 945 304 212
mendiaxpe@terra.es
www.nekatur.net/mendiaxpe
Capacity: 6 capacity
20,2 Km.
2,2 Km.
San Román de San Millán

• Accommodation
H** Andamur-San Román
Polígono Okiturri
Tel: 945 314 783 •Fax: 945 304 751
sanroman@andamur.com
Capacity: 45 rooms
P* El Ventorro
Ctra. N-1 Cruce Araya
Tel: 945 304 372
Capacity: 4 rooms
19,9 Km.
4,2 Km.
Narvaja

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Apezetxea
Uriarte, 4. San Millán/ Donemiliaga
Tel: 657 718 044 / 945 312 481
apezetxea_narbaiza@hotmail.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
26,1 Km.
6,2 Km.
• Hostels
Albergue de Barria
Itto. Foral de la Juventud
Tel: 945 231 782/945 135 500
Capacity: 220 capacity
19,9 Km.
8,8 Km.
Salvatierra

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Mayor, 8
Tel/ Fax: 945 302 931
tura@tura.org
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: Zadorra Etxea
Zadorra, 21
Tel: 656 716 126 / 945 312 427
info@zadorraetxea.com
www.zadorraetxea.com
5. SALVATIERRA / AGURAIN
VITORIA-GASTEIZ
Adana

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
CR: El Rincón de Adana
Perralta, 7
Tel: 647 809 908
Capacity: 12 capacity
10,5 Km.
2 Km.
Alegría-Dulantzi

• Accommodation
P** Casa Antolín
Fortaleza, 9
Tel: 945 400 553 • Fax:945 400 670
Capacity: 20 rooms
12,2 Km.
1,5 Km.
Hijona

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Arantza Etxea
Etxabilo, 2. Elburgo
Tel: 945 293 094 • Fax: 945 293 094
Capacity: 10 capacity
19,9 Km.
5 Km.
Argómaniz

• Accommodation
H*** Parador de Argómaniz
Ctra. N-1 km. 363
Tel: 945 293 200 • Fax: 945 293 287
argomaniz@parador.es
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www.parador.es
Capacity: 53 rooms
17,6 Km.

3,8 Km.

P* Olaona
Ctra. N-1 Km. 364
Tel: 945 307 033
Capacity: 17 rooms
17,6 Km.

6,5 Km.

Villafranca

• Hostels
Hospedería Ntra. Sra. de Estíbaliz
Urb. Cerro de Estíbaliz, s/n
Tel: 945 293 088
Capacity: 20 rooms
17,2 Km.
0,9 Km.
Arcaya

• Hostels
Leku-Casa Diocesana
Casa nº 17
Tel: 945 293 370
Capacity: 7 rooms
22,5 Km.
0,0 Km.
Vitoria-Gasteiz

• Tourist offices
Tourist Office
Pza. General Loma, s/n
Tel: 945 161 598 • Fax: 945 161 105
turismo@vitoria-gasteiz.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/turismo
• Accommodation
H***** Gran Hotel Lakua
Tarragona, 8
Tel: 945 181 000 • Fax: 945 181 100
información@granhotelakua.com
www.granhotelakua.com
Capacity: 147 rooms
H**** Barceló Hotel Gasteiz
Avd. Gasteiz, 45
Tel: 945 228 100 • Fax: 945 226 258
gasteiz@barcelo.com
www.barcelo.com
Capacity: 150 rooms
H**** N.H. Canciller Ayala
Ramón y Cajal, 5
Tel: 945 130 000 • Fax: 945 133 505
nhcancillerayala@nh-hotels.com
www.nh-hoteles.es
Capacity: 185 rooms
H**** Silken Ciudad de Vitoria
Portal de Castilla, 8
Tel: 945 141 100 • Fax: 945 143 616
vitoria@hoteles-silken.com
www.hoteles-silken.com
Capacity: 149 rooms
H*** General Álava
Avd. Gasteiz, 79
Tel: 945 215 000 • Fax: 945 248 395
hga@hga.info
www.hga.info
Capacity: 114 rooms
H*** Palacio de Elorriaga
Elorriaga, 15B
Tel: 945 263 616 • Fax: 945 268 951
palacioelorriaga@telefonica.net
www.hotelpalaciodeelorriaga.com
Capacity: 11 rooms
H*** Gobeo-Park
Los Huetos, 48
Tel: 945 199 000 • Fax: 945 244 627
reserva@gobeopark.com
www.gobeopark.com
Capacity: 40 rooms
H** Dato 28
Dato 28
Tel: 945 147 230 • Fax: 945 232 320
info@hoteldato.com
www.hoteldato.com
Capacity: 14 rooms
H** Desiderio
Colegio San Prudencio, 2
Tel: 945 251 700 • Fax: 945 251 722
hoteldesiderio@hoteldesiderio.net
Capacity: 21 rooms
H** Duque de Wellington
Duque de Wellington, 14
Tel: 945 175 707 • Fax: 945 176 443
reservas@hotelddw.com
www.hotelesenvitoria.com
Capacity: 41 rooms
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H** Paramo
General Álava, 11- Pasaje Postas
Tel: 945 140 240 • Fax: 945 140 492
info@hotelparamo.com
www.hotelparamo.com
Capacity: 37 rooms
H* Achuri
Rioja, 11
Tel: 945 255 800 • Fax: 945 264 074
Capacity: 40 rooms
H* Amarica
Florida, 11.
Tel: 945 130 506
Capacity: 10 rooms
H* Barrachi
Barrachi, 6
Tel: 945 273 200
Capacity: 12 rooms
H* Gorbea
Teodoro Glz. de Zárate, 50
Tel: 945 144 926 • Fax: 945 145 329
www.hotelgorbea.com
Capacity: 12 rooms
H* Iradier
Florida, 49
Tel: 945 279 066 • Fax: 945 279 711
www.hoteliradier.com
Capacity: 19 rooms
H* La Bilbaína
Prudencio Mª de Verástegui, 2
Tel: 945 254 400 • Fax: 945 279 757
Capacity: 29 rooms
P** Araba 2
Florida, 25.
Tel: 945 232 588
Capacity: 4 rooms
P** La Paz
La Paz, 3
Tel: 945 139 666 • Fax: 945 146 736
Capacity: 32 rooms
P** La Zuyana
Ctra. Betoño, 48
Tel: 945 288 300 • Fax: 945 145 329
Capacity: 10 rooms
P** Portal de Vergara
Portal de Vergara, 20
Tel: 945 260 470
Capacity: 9 rooms
P** Dato 2
San Antonio, 17
Tel: 945 130 400
Fax: 945 232 320
Capacity: 15 rooms
P** Casa 400
Florida, 46 - 3DI
Tel: 945 233 887
p.gandiaga@telefonica.net
Capacity: 8 rooms

• Campings
Ibaya, 3ª
Crta. Nacional 102.
Zuazo de Vitoria
Tel: 945 147 620
Capacity: 250 capacity
27,4 Km.
4,3 Km.
• Hostels
Carlos Abaitua
Escultor Isaac Díez, s/n
Tel: 945 181 988
carlosabaitua@ifj.alava.net
Capacity: 100 capacity
27,4 Km.
0,0 Km.
• Apartments
Milenio - A ••
Panplona-Iruña, 23
Tel/Fax: 945 175 866
Capacity: 71 capacity
San Fermín - A ••
Pamplona 45-bis,
Tel/Fax: 945 175 866
Capacity: 58 capacity
Ibaiondo - A •
Duque de Wellington, 50, A
Tel: 619 371 452
Fax: 945 197 312
Capacity: 24 capacity
Ibaiondo II - A •
Duque de Wellington, 52
Tel: 619 371 452
Fax: 945 197 312
Capacity: 24 capacity
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6. VITORIA-GASTEIZ
LA PUEBLA DE ARGANZÓN
Armentia
• Accommodation
H**** El Caserón
Camino del Monte, 49
Tel: 945 230 048 • Fax: 945 230 004
Capacity: 4 rooms
Ariñez
• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Abaienea
Ariñez, 30. Vitoria-Gasteiz
Tel: 945 290 640
abaienea@hotmail.com
Capacity:12 capacity
10,9 Km.
1,5 Km.
Subijana de Álava

• Accommodation
H** Ruta de Europa
Crta. N-1 Km. 341
Tel: 945 361 416
Fax: 945 361 578
Capacity: 99 rooms
11,6 Km.
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Tuyo

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Araico Etxea
Real, s/n. Ribera Alta
Tel: 945 373 068/606 002 722
reservas@araikoetxea.com
www.araikoetxea.com
Capacity: 12 capacity
24,2 Km.
2,2 Km.
AG: Toki Eder
Ctr. La Iglesia, s/n
Tel: 945 373 165
Capacity: 10 capacity
24,2 Km.
2,2 Km.
7a. LA PUEBLA DE ARGANZÓN
BRIÑAS
Burgueta
Berantevilla
Zambrana

1,4 Km.

La Puebla de Arganzón

• Accommodation
HR* Palacios
Crta. N-1 Km. 333
Tel: 945 373 030
Capacity: 13 rooms
22 Km.
0,0 Km.

Labastida
• Tourist offices
Tourist Office de Labastida
Palacio Salazar-lasa de cultura.
Pza de la paz, s/n
Tel: 945 331 015 • Fax: 945 331 056
turismolabastida@euskalnet.net
www.labastida-bastida.org/www.thabuca.com

• Accommodation
P* Jatorrena
Florida, 10
Tel: 945 331 050
Capacity: 34 rooms
27 Km.
3,8 Km.
• Apartments
Solar de Quintano - A •
Barajuela, 7
Tel: 646 492 352
info@solardequintano.com
www.solardequintano.com
Capacity: 13 capacity
7b. LA PUEBLA DE ARGANZÓN
MIRANDA DE EBRO

Salinillas de Buradón

• Agrotourism and Rural Homes
AG: Areta Etxea
Mayor, 17. Labastida
Tel: 945 337 275/657 735 034
Fax: 945 337 275
aretako@euskalnet.net
www.nekatur.net /aretaetxea
Capacity: 9 capacity
21,5 Km.
0,0 Km.

www.basquecountrytourism.net
www.kultura.ejgv.euskadi.net/r46-4872/es
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Burgueta
Rivabellosa

• Accommodation
H* Julia
Rivabellosa-Ribera baja
Tel: 945 355 042 • Fax: 945 355 164
Capacity: 4 rooms
12 Km.
0,0 Km.

